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What expectation? That the customers (the students) will not just do well but will excel,
and not just in one aspect of their school lives but in every aspect to which they have
chosen to make a serious commitment. Moreover, that every impediment to their progress
will be addressed and if possible removed. The more the school is able to deliver this
level of performance, the higher the expectation of the investors (the parents) will be: it
is an upwards-only ratchet. On top of all this, there is a belief – shared, I think, by staff,
students and parents alike – that the school should be some kind of ideal community,
judged by higher standards than life outside. With 600 students from a wide range of
backgrounds at what is arguably the most challenging time of their lives, delivering on
that promise is a tall order.
Sometimes it is achieved with seeming ease: at Speech Day perhaps or the Christmas
Carol Concert. But most of the time, the complexity of expectation can only be met by
an at least equal complexity of effort, by the students, the teaching staff, the admin and
domestic staff, the management team, the parents and the other stakeholders, including
alumni. The miracle is that, most of the time, that’s exactly how it
plays out. It is both an astonishingly complicated operation and,
while not perfect, an astonishingly successful one. By comparison,
making and distributing films is a walk in the park. Hat’s off, I say.

Terry Ilott
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It is possible to provide
more choice without
increasing costs.
At Speech Day this year, I introduced Vision
2025 to current parents. Vision 2025, like
its predecessor Vision 2020, has been
crafted by the headmasters of the Prior Park
schools and sets out our vision and purpose
for the future. In particular, it challenges us
to achieve five key aims:
1

To preserve and to enhance our values
as individuals and as a community;

2

To safeguard and develop our pastoral
systems and education;

3

To offer the most creative and innovative
teaching and learning curriculum and
environment;

4

To continue to invest in our facilities;
and,

5

To continue to scan the horizon for new
opportunities for our schools and for
our students.

Prior Park Alumni President

Prior Park Alumni Notice Board
Calendar

Prosper
The brave schools will

This throws up interesting challenges for management,
whose task is not made easier by the intricate equations
of film financing and distribution. But since taking on the
role of president of the PPA and thereby getting somewhat
closer
to the machinery of Prior, I have been impressed
TERRY ILOTT
by just how much more complicated is the business of
Class of 1968
running a school, where the customers are the product;
where the investors are looking for a manifold return that
even they would find hard to define (they know it when they see it and complain when
they don’t); and where the bottom line isn’t just the surplus of income over expenditure
but of performance over expectation.

Obituaries

Cover image: Darren Crawford (1988) purchased this
medal on eBay. 51mm in diameter, in copper and white
metal, it was made in 1839 by F. Halliday (c.1780 - c.1854),
an English coin and medal engraver associated with the
Royal Birmingham Society of Artists. The face shows the
front elevation of the college and the reverse shows SS
Peter and Paul flanking a coat of arms, with the inscription
Sicut cervus desiderat ad fontes aquarum, ita desiderat
anima mea ad te Deus (As the deer longs for springs
of water, so my soul longs for thee, O God). The text
is adapted from Psalm 41:2, from the Clementine Latin
Vulgate Bible. The medal was awarded to students at Prior
Park for industry, courtesy and integrity.
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Most of my professional life has been devoted to the
film industry, where the success that reconciles the
competing claims of talent, investors and audiences is a
rare occurrence. Mostly we deal in failure.
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As the cold economic winds swirl around
the independent education sector, I believe
it will be the brave schools that prosper.
We are certainly one of them. An important,
if initially relatively low-key, initiative reflects
our desire to engage even more closely with
local schools and other Bath educational
providers, especially in fulfilment of aims
3 and 5. We have always maintained positive
relationships with our local schools and
colleges but now we plan to formalise these
with real educational partnerships.
In September 2017, we will share some
A-Level choices with the local Roman Catholic
state school, St Gregory’s. This will enable
both schools to preserve and protect some
vital yet marginal subjects. For example, we
will offer music whilst St Gregory’s will offer
politics. We expect students to go between
our schools for lessons; obviously, we hope
that each side will make a positive impact
and contribution to the other. A reciprocal
fee arrangement has been put in place. I am
particularly pleased that Catholic education
in Bath can be enhanced in this way. We
are also in early negotiations to agree a
partnership with Bath College, starting in
September 2018.

“

“

IN THIS ISSUE:

Even more pathways
for our students

The new A-level courses are more contentheavy and more demanding than they were,
as they will be linear courses with end
exams. Some Prior students, including those,
for example, who might make important
contributions to our music, drama and
sport, might be better served by taking
fewer A-level options with us and blending
these with a vocational qualification at Bath
College, which has an outstanding reputation.
This is an arrangement I established in
my previous headship in Hampshire and it
worked very well. These arrangements truly
confirm our involvement in, and contribution
to, Bath education. As importantly, they open
up even more pathways for our students.

James Murphy-O’Connor
Prior Park College Headmaster

For more details of Vision 2025 go to: www.priorparkcollege.com/about/our-mission-vision-and-values

The Gossip Bowl
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School News

COLLEGE

Changes at the top

Confident, happy
and distinctive
The year began with a record school roll
of just over 600 students. Given the
excellence of local competition, this is
testament to the first-class reputation of
College. The visiting inspector from The
Good Schools Guide agreed: “Confident
in its Catholic values, happy in its own
skin and distinctive in its commitment
to a genuinely all-round education, this
is a school which inspires esteem and
affection in equal measure.”
St Paul’s and St Mary’s are undergoing
renovation work to reintroduce junior
boarding. The sports department has
acquired new cricket nets and an artificial
pitch and, in response to the success
of design technology, a new senior DT
workshop has been established in the Old
Ball Court, providing facilities on a par with

neighbouring universities and industrial
workplaces. The language department is
also introducing changes, with German
being replaced by Mandarin as a timetabled subject. Entrepreneurship is
now part of the curriculum with the
inaugural Enterprise Challenge Day
(a cross between Dragons Den and The
Apprentice) held last November.
A number of staff departed at the end of
the year, including Tom Simons after 25
years (see page 13). The departures have
enabled the recruitment of a fresh roster
of teachers in maths, geography, business
& economics, PE and other subjects. It
has also enabled a reorganisation of
the senior team, with Laura Stotesbury,
head of business & economics since 2015,
replacing Tom as deputy head, academic.

Finance and Business Director, Tony McNiff,
who has made a major impact on the
operations of the Prior schools in the last five
years, has taken a post at the Royal Hospital
School, Ipswich. He is replaced by Gerard
Hickie, who will be chief operating officer.
At the same time, James Murphy-O’Connor
will combine his duties as headmaster of
College with the new role of principal of the
Prior Park Schools.

Open events
Tuesday 19 September
Prior Park School Gibraltar Open Day
Saturday 23 September, 9.30am
Prior Park College Open Morning
Friday 13 October, 9.30 - 11.30am
The Paragon Open Morning
Friday 13 October, 9.30 - 11.30am
Prior Park Prep School Open Morning

To see the Good Schools Guide report on Prior Park College go to
www.goodschoolsguide.co.uk/schools/101771/prior-park-college-bath/2139022

In January, the governors and leadership
team decided that, with national demand for
junior boarding in decline, Cricklade would
convert to a day-only school. Henceforth,
boarding for children aged 11-18 years will
be located at College in Bath. As a day school,
Cricklade’s core operation will be Monday to
Friday, providing high quality academic work
with an enriching programme of sport, music,
drama, art, outdoor learning and extra-
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Upon This Rock
Opening a new school is not something you
do every day. In 2012, a small delegation
from Prior visited Gibraltar to find out why
the school wasn’t getting boarders as it used
to back in the 1960s and 1970s.

It seemed an impossible task.”
A major component of the funding came
from the parents, led by Julian Jarvis, founder
of the Gibraltar School Parents’ Group and
now a governor of both Prior Park Gibraltar
and the Prior Park Schools.

Third, the surpluses we generate in Gibraltar,
together with the surpluses we make in the
other schools in our group, will make us more
financially secure.”

Bury recognises that Prior alumni will have
affection for Bath but he hopes they will take
They discovered that the two state schools
real interest in the new school in Gibraltar.
in Gibraltar had improved markedly over
“We devised a very attractive fee structure, to
the years and local parents were mostly
ensure the new school was affordable,” says “We want local alumni to offer internships
happy with the choice they had. That might
Bury. “It was refreshing to start with a market and careers advice, attend school events and
have been the end of the matter had James
price and work backwards from that, rather provide bursarial support,” he says.
Murphy-O’Connor, PPC headmaster, not
than, as is usually the case, inheriting a given
“We want them to be involved in our journey.
gone to visit the head of Loreto School, which
level of costs and worrying about the level of
Gibraltar is a small place, word gets around.
caters for children up to the age of eleven,
fees needed to cover them.”
I would also invite other alumni to get behind
including children of Prior alumni.
Despite the scepticism of some prospective the new school and to support it in whatever
The head of Loreto mentioned her sometime
parents (they didn’t believe the school could way they can: it is now a crucial piece in the
desire to open a senior school and this got
open in September and so sent their children jig-saw of the Prior Park schools.”
James thinking. He returned to Gibraltar
elsewhere) Prior Gibraltar hit its target
some weeks later, looked into the matter
numbers for 2016 and is ahead of forecast
further and found a suitable property: the
for 2017/18.
old Sacred Heart School. He also met a
group of interested parents who wanted “We have introduced 40 co-curricular
to be their own founders, or co-founders, subjects for our students and brought with
of the proposed school. Anxious to secure us a very high level of pastoral care,” Bury
the best possible educational provider, they continues. “The Gibraltar government and
invited tenders from other interested parties. other schools have taken notice and we
Prior was selected out of a group of eight are already sharing with them some of our
bidders. Prior recruited a great head teacher, resources and expertise.”
Peter Watts from Sherborne, and it was
The new sixth-form opens in September and
announced that the new school would open
Watts and his team are now working on a
in September 2016.
Mind and Motion Centre, combining sports
“The Sacred Heart property is owned by facilities, performing arts and a creative pod.
The Paragon continues to develop.
the Catholic Church, which leases it to the It’s a £2.5million project and the school is
It has an excellent reputation as a
Gibraltar Government which, in turn, leases talking to people in Gibraltar to fund it.
forward-thinking, co-educational
it to us,” explains PPC governor, Tony Bury. Prior alumni might ask: why open a school
school for 3-11 year olds.
“But no sooner had we worked up our plans for in Gibraltar at all? Isn’t it difficult enough
Pupils enjoy an exciting curriculum
the building - the fabric was basically sound running schools in Bath and Cricklade?
and a school life that is broad-based,
but we had to gut the whole place - then According to Bury, there are three answers:
giving them the opportunity to
we encountered difficulties on the terms of “First, it is part of our mission, to provide
develop their skills and talents and
the lease. Negotiations went back and forth. education. Second, it gives us a chance to
to experience the joy of discovery
The result was that we weren’t able to start re-think how we deliver education that is
and creativity. The Paragon enriches
work until February 2016. Yet we were still affordable. With luck, we’ll be able to bring
everyday teaching with a packed
committed to an opening date of September. the lessons we have learned back to the UK.
programme of school trips, visiting
speakers, workshops and special
For a short film on the opening of Prior Park Gibraltar,
days.
go to www.youtube.com/watch?v=vFseaAWttAk

The Paragon

Cricklade
2017 has been a year of announcements for
Prior Park Prep.

GIBRALTAR

curricular activities, as well as trips, visits
and special days. In order to attract more
local families, especially from the Swindon
area, the governors took the bold decision to
reduce school fees by as much as 15%. At the
same time, they have committed to invest
more than £500,000 in facilities.
In April, headmaster Mark Pearce announced
that he had accepted the position of viceprincipal at the GEMS Wellington Academy
in Dubai. He left Cricklade having served the
school with distinction for the last six years.

Simon Cane-Hardy, deputy head pastoral at
College since 2016 and previously head of
boarding at Pangbourne College, has been
appointed to replace him on an interim
basis.
This summer, the school also bade farewell
to Vaughan Jelley, deputy head, who retired
after 34 years of service (see interview page
12). Known for his wisdom and wit, he will be
much missed. As was said at his retirement
party: “When they made this particular Jelley,
they broke the mould”.

The Gossip Bowl
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Prior Park Alumni Update

A good year
This has been a good
year for your alumni
association.
We have clarified our legal status,
revamped our constitution and redefined
our purpose so as, we hope, to make our
work more relevant in the era of social
media.
At the same time, we have negotiated
a memorandum of understanding with
the school that recognises our mutual
interdependence while preserving the
PPA’s freedom of action. We are now
drafting a rolling, five-year action plan,
with key performance indicators by which
to measure our performance. We have
again finished the year within budget.
One conundrum has long needed to be
settled: what do we call ourselves?
Old Prior Parkians is too much of a mouthful
and Priorians has already been bagged by
St Benedicts, Ealing. We asked the school
to help and the students participated in
the exercise with enthusiasm, coming up
with, among other suggestions, Paladins,
Palladians, Cardinals, Psalters, Papists,
Phoenixes, Penny Blacks, Bretheren,
Abbots, Priors, Priorquarians, Ralphonians
and Combe Downians.
Alas, none seemed to fit the bill. We
decided instead to go for PPA (Prior Park
Alumnus/Alumni/Alumna/Alumnae).
There are plenty of examples of the use
of initials - OE (Eton), OM (Malborough)
and OS (Stonyhurst) – and there is nothing
to stop alumni using other nomenclature
should they wish. Initials have the virtue
of simplicity. Moreover, we already use
PPA as the name of the association. So
PPA it is, or you are.
Next year will see the centenary of the
end of World War I. We will be planning
a service in the college chapel to which all
alumni and relatives of alumni servicemen
are invited. We hope you can come.
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In the last year:

1,612
Rory Dinwoodie

Prizes and Awards
William Genders Art Prize
The William Genders Art Prize was awarded to
Jemima Adams and Mary Kelley, both of whom have
“demonstrated technical aptitude and understanding
towards their work which has resulted in dynamic and
highly mature outcomes”.

Prior Park Alumni Music Prize
The PPA Music Prize was awarded to Rory Dinwoodie,
described as “a fine clarinettist and sax player, an
excellent drummer, a leading choral, rock and pop
singer, a talented composer and a successful academic
musician”.

Prior Park Alumni Gap Year Awards
This year, the PPA Gap Year Awards went to Esme IvoryPeters (2017) and Sam Quick (2017), who were awarded
£1000 and £500 respectively. Esme will be working and
living for five weeks on a Guatemalan rubbish dump
helping recycle waste and create something new that
can be sold. Sam is going to work for Bolivia Digna. This
grassroots charity has been set up with the objective
to promote and defend the rights of vulnerable social
groups living in exclusion and poverty in some of the
poorest communities in Latin America. (See Gap Year
Report, page 21)

Sign up for the digital archive
The online digital archive is a great resource that makes
photos and documents, including school magazines,
easily and freely accessible. It can be searched by
name, year, subject or key word and you can browse
at random. But to get access you first have to sign up,
as nearly 250 PPAs have done so far. Once you’re on
board, you can help us fill gaps in the record. Go to
www.priorparkcollege-heritage.daisy.websds.net

alumni have been
contacted via
social media

246
have signed up
for the digital
archive

116
sets of alumni
visitors have
returned to
College

90+
participated at
the Veterans’
Lunch

30+

AROPS Annual
Conference
In May 2017, the PPA hosted the annual
conference for AROPS (Association of
Representatives of Old Pupils’ Societies) at
College and welcomed 100 representatives
from 60 schools. The day was filled with
activities and seminars.
The keynote speaker, Mark Coote from
Wells Cathedral School, talked about the
symbiotic relationship between alumni and
development, showing how they can work
together to make both the school and the
alumni association more successful.
The breakout sessions were buzzing with the
hot topic of the conference: the change in
the data protection laws. It would be fair to
say that nobody felt they really had a good
grasp not just of the law but of how best to
live with it.
There were also sessions on living archives,
alumni contributions to current and recent
students, social media and networking. PPA
president Terry Ilott and College headmaster
James Murphy-O’Connor addressed the
plenary session of the conference during the
day and Terry spoke again at the conference
dinner in the evening, on the theme of
“keeping the door open, offering a warm
welcome and being inclusive”.

Photo courtesy of Anthony O’Callaghan

South Africa 2016
The 2016 South Africa sports tour provided the PPA with a fabulous opportunity
to connect with some of the alumni community in Cape Town, Johannesburg
and Durban.
There was a reception in Cape Town and we had a great evening with Alan Hall,
John Mason (1982), Martin Pike (1986) and David Grant (1980). David also came
to watch us “get a whooping” at his daughter’s school – but we actually played
rather well and won. Later, the boys on the tour met up with Roland Mazery (1960).
Sadly, in the vastness of South Africa it was difficult to see everyone, but it was
a privilege to meet up with those past pupils who are living in that beautiful but
still troubled land.

have spoken at
school events

7
year groups have
held reunions

5
alumni sporting
fixtures have
been contested

James Murphy-O’Connor at AROPS

Jason Mason, Alan Hall, Martin Pike and David Grant

If you would like to see the revised constitution or get involved in the work of the PPA
contact Carole Laverick at ppa@thepriorfoundation.com

The Gossip Bowl
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Development Focus
CHAPEL APPEAL

The need to create
a bursary fund.

And while schools such as Prior are
charities, they are still subject to the
increased “costs of doing business”. King
cites the apprenticeship levy as the most
recent addition to the cost base.

14% (£2.3million) in respect of bursaries,
scholarships, and staff and sibling discounts.
The bursary portion, 4% of gross income,
needs to grow, according to King.

He would love to see either a £25million
Fees at two of the Prior Park schools are fund, returning sufficient annual income to
going up in September, by about 2.5%. King meet a portion of the current level of
says it is important to keep within the limits remissions, or a £2.5million pot that is
of the Consumer Price Index. The financial spent each year and continually refreshed.
projections for next year anticipate better
“If the school is able to share the burden
than break even (but only just) on a gross
(of the current level of remissions),” he says.
turnover of about £17million. Except in
“It will significantly help us in our aim of
“As a charity, we should try to do it at less than Gibraltar, Prior owns its own properties but
keeping fees lower for all our children:
full cost,” he says. “There are many children it has no substantial endowments and can
a genuine social investment.”
who would benefit from the education we only spend what it earns in fees and, to a very
provide but whose parents cannot afford our small extent, in commercial income.
King is grateful that alumni have always
significant fees.
been generous contributors, especially to
bursaries, and he hopes this will continue.
“Affordability is a clear worry for those whom
The
governors, having recently funded the
All contributions,
we sometimes call our ‘bread and butter
opening of the new school in Gibraltar in part
parents’ – doctors, lawyers, accountants
large or small, make a
by using financial instruments supported
and so on - particularly following the 2008
by parents and Prior alumni, are currently
banking crisis. That is not going to change difference.
mulling various schemes that could appeal
any time soon.”
at every level: from small, monthly donations
Among the problems all independent
to big-ticket investments in an externally“Ideally, all our education would be provided
schools have had to face in recent years
managed fund where capital is preserved and
free but that is not going to happen,” King
are the increases in salaries, pension
the income donated to the school.
says. How, then, can Prior help parents who
and NIC contributions, greatly enhanced
are seeking a quality Catholic-Christian Addressing alumni directly, King concludes:
staff-student ratios to ensure pupils are
“You have gained in so many ways from your
education but who can’t afford it?
properly supported outside the classroom
education at Prior. Consider whether you
as well as in, and the upgrade in facilities Of Prior’s projected £17million gross
can help future children receive the same
needed to meet parental aspirations. turnover there is a remission of about
advantages that gave you your start in life.
All contributions, large or small, make a
difference.”
Ensuring pupil numbers is always a concern,
even if this year College has waiting lists at
every entry level. However, to be true to its
social mission, Prior does need to reach out
further to those for whom, in the words of
chairman Michael King, the school can really
“add value”.

“

“

Michael King has been a board member
at Prior Park Schools for nine years and
chairman for the last three.
Now a consultant specialising in charities
and social enterprise at law firm Stone King,
of which he was formerly the chairman,
he is an alumnus of Stonyhurst and a
keen advocate of independent Catholic
schooling.

Tony Bury and Michael King
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For contributions to the bursary
fund or the chapel appeal please
contact Kate Harris at
kateharris@thepriorfoundation.com

Alumni support
changed Sam’s life

We sing together
Isobel Burton (2005) was a pupil at
Prior, is married to a fellow alumnus,
sends her children to the Paragon and
now teaches at College. The chapel, for
which funds are currently being raised
for much-needed refurbishment, is
close to her heart:
Our Lady of the Snows means a great
deal to our family. Michael, my husband,
left Prior in 2001 and I left in 2005 but
we both distinctly remember the feel of
the place, the crisp mornings, the balmy
sense of quiet.
Whatever their denominations, their
results, their chosen pathways, all my
friends from Prior comment that the
chapel is the absolute beating heart of
the school. It is where we come together,
it is where we laugh together and most
importantly it is where we sing. For exstudents, the unique and harmonious
nature of the college is reflected in our
singing. It is what we do.
I often wonder what visiting students
make of the “mash-ups”, the “beatboxing”, the rhythms and the harmonies;
but, in truth, the singing is a microcosm
for the cohesion of the college. We sing
together because we are together. We
are stronger and louder as one voice
than we will ever be on our own. If you
look around in chapel you will see that
all of Prior’s students - many of whom,
as teenagers, have their own insecurities
and anxieties - feel supported and valued
enough to form a chorus, to chant and
to croon along to Roland Robertson’s
wonderful musical assemblies.
This sense of familial security was
something that, without knowing it,
my husband and I both desperately
craved on arriving at Prior. When I first
experienced the Friday assemblies,

I daren’t open my mouth. I shuffled and
kept my head down. Quickly realising
that this would not do, I successfully
managed to mime for a while. This
worked only as long as I didn’t sit next
to a teacher. I don’t remember when I
started to sing. I suppose it was organic,
but at some point over those four years
I grew in confidence and started to enjoy
the singing in the chapel.

“

“

Bursaries are a social investment

The chapel is a
place of alone and
togetherness.

Michael’s parents were military. Moving
around the country whenever his father
was asked to re-locate, he had an indepth knowledge of a good number of
the country’s state and independent
primary schools by the time he turned 11.
Despite being initially convinced that
the chapel was haunted, Michael soon
found the Friday assemblies offered him
a similar sense of belonging. For exstudents, the chapel is a special place
of ‘alone and togetherness’.
I remember in 2011 when re-visiting for a
wedding; after all the guests had left the
building we snuck back in to the chapel,
only to find half of our school friends had
done the same thing. It was a strange
moment.
Distinctly aware of the passage of time,
we all purposefully sat in the pews like
schoolboys and girls. Perhaps, as adults,
fraught with the responsibilities and
concerns of work, family and business,
we all just wanted to feel that familial
sense of cohesion, to be together again.

Sam Quick with Olivia Matthews
Sam Quick joined Prior in 2010. He and his
sister were part of a one-parent family and
their life was not easy.
Sam welcomed the stability he found at
school. His mother was diagnosed with
Huntington’s disease and was soon unable
to continue with her career. The family
downsized to make ends meet. Sam’s place
at Prior was in jeopardy. Alumni support
allowed him to complete his GCSEs, and
a further 100% bursary, partly sponsored
by an external source, saw him not only
successfully complete the sixth form but
to serve as an outstanding head boy. At
Speech Day this year he vowed that, in
years to come, he would return the favour
by supporting a needy student.

Mel moves on
Melanie Tiley (formerly Ball), Prior’s first
director of development, has left after
five years to become director of external
relations at Badminton School.
Mel joined Prior from the Save the Children
charity in December 2011 and did a great
job in setting up the new development
department from scratch. We wish her
every success in her new role.

For a short video on the school chapel appeal go to
www.youtube.com/watch?v=FiPfLlTZIrs

The Gossip Bowl
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From The Archives

Under the floor boards
Letter sent from Guildford on 23 November 1963, to Richard Sharpe (1967) from his
mother: “My darling Richard, I am still stunned by the terrible shock of President
Kennedy’s cruel death and I feel I must write to you about it. I know you thought
him a great fellow and admired him so much, didn’t you? To think of him being
shot down like a mad dog is unbearable and shocking - one moment he is upright
and smiling and the next moment - gone. Do pray for him, as I do, although I am
sure he was always as near as possible in a state of grace. I wonder if you are
down town today - I do hope so. Very much love and a big hug. From Mum xxx”
Mrs Sharpe sent the letter because Richard had already lost his father and,
knowing how much he admired Kennedy, she didn’t want him to be upset.
Richard remembers the day and the letter vividly. Bro Keegan, housemaster of
St Pauls, came into Prep and informed the boys of the events and then led them
straight through to the chapel to pray for the president’s soul.
We are hoping to welcome Richard back to College for the Veterans’ Lunch and to
see the refurbishments of the junior boarding, which is where this letter, recently
discovered, had lain undisturbed for 50 years.

Prior’s saviour
In January, Dr Giles Mercer, former headmaster of Prior and
Stonyhurst, launched his new book, William Brownlow: Convert,
Scholar, Bishop (1830-1901), writes Gerald Walker (1948).
In recent years Brownlow, Bishop of Clifton, has been little more
than a name, but he has been retrieved from the shadows of time
by Mercer’s scholarship in a lavish biography running to more
than 600 pages. The volume itself exudes quality, which is fitting
for the story it has to tell: of the conversion of this gentle but
formidable man from the dedicated life of an Anglican clergyman
to a Catholic bishop, embracing a newly nuanced faith and coping
with accusations of betrayal. Brownlow’s life was essentially one of scholarship,
service and decisive action. His links with Prior Park once he became Bishop of
Clifton were relatively short-lived but they were crucial. He put an end to its role
as a seminary, reduced in 1895 to a mere six theological students, and introduced
the Christian Brothers.
By this act alone he turned Prior from a failing diocesan school into a thriving
boarding school. Prior figures only on the fringe of the biography, but in this respect
it is a blessing that Dr Mercer opted for Brownlow rather than the probably more
distinguished Baines, Clifford or Iron George Errington.
Published by the Downside Abbey Press at £30, the book is an engrossing work
of pure scholarship with excellent illustrations. William Brownlow and his more
leisurely but challenging age come back to life. Without his intervention Prior
might well have failed to survive. Dr Mercer has now ensured that the role of
Bishop Brownlow will survive also.

Weddings At Prior

Buried in Burma
Prompted by the research
that PPA rep Carole Laverick
has undertaken into Prior
alumni lost in WW2, Simon
Beck (1969) travelled to
Burma earlier this year to
visit the Commonwealth
War Graves Cemetery at
Taukkyan, near Yangon.
There he found the last resting place
of Prior alumnus Major James Douglas
Williams (PPA 1935). The cemetery
contains the remains of 6,374 members of
the Commonwealth Land Forces who died
during WW2, a memorial of names to the
nearly 27,000 who died and have no known
grave, a memorial to the 1,000 who were
cremated for religious reasons and the 46
who are buried elsewhere in Burma but
whose graves cannot be maintained. Simon
reports that the cemetery is a “haven of
peace and tranquility well used by locals
as somewhere to sit, read and talk. The
gardeners keep the place to a standard even
the most fussy Sgt. Major would approve”.
From The Gossip Bowl 1945: In January
1928 James Douglas Williams entered
Prior Park. He was son of Major C S
Williams, head of the brakes department of
Westinghouse Works, Chippenham. “Jim”
had a distinguished course at school. He
was Captain of the School in his last year,
a member of the Sodality, Captain of the
Rugby XV in 1934 and of Hockey XI in 1935.
He passed into Woolwich in 1935 and was
commissioned in the Royal Artillery, went
to France on the outbreak of the war, and
was evacuated from Dunkirk. He was made
Captain and in about June 1943 he went
overseas to Burma and then was appointed
Major. Just a few weeks before his 28th
birthday he was killed. He was married
but left no family. To his parents, wife and
brother we tender our very sincere sympathy.

Victoria Hill & Sam Crudge
Lucy Whittington &
Henry Winckworth
Lucy Whittington (2006) married Henry Winckworth
(2006) on 17 December 2016 in the Chapel of Our Lady
of the Snows. Father Malcolm Smeaton officiated. Many
Prior Park alumni attended, including Lucy’s two sisters,
Catherine (1998) and Sarah (2000), who both acted as
bridesmaids, and Henry’s sister Lucinda (1998).
Another bridesmaid was Lucy Howe (2006), who also
sang. Harvey McGivern (2006) was the best man. Eight
of the couple’s nephews and nieces were page boys and
flower girls. The organist was Andrew Johnson (2005)
with Zoe Bristow (2006) and Jamie Bird (2006) as
singers. Lucy and Henry live in London with their two
black Labradors.

It was a real Prior Park family affair as Victoria Hill (2008) married Sam
Crudge on 27 August 2016. Victoria and Sam met at Prior while she was
working on reception for a few months. Sam is on the grounds team. His father,
Mike, is estates manager and Victoria’s mother, Margaret, has been a school
receptionist for 16 years, having started on the same day as Victoria entered
L3. The four bridesmaids were all Prior Park alumni: Stephanie Barclay, Emily
Forrester (nee Jackson), Naomi Hawes and Lucy Harding.
Other alumni present included Victoria’s brother Benjamin (2003), Natalie
Cordon, Neyna Bartlett and Ada Ventzke. The bride made her own pink silk
dress and prepared all the food (with a bit of help from Margaret) including a
stunning naked wedding cake. Victoria and Sam “tied the knot” in the Mansion
Hall, wined and dined in the Academy Hall and played giant twister in the
John Wood Chapel. It was an utterly joyful, colourful and emotional occasion.

Looking for a wedding venue?
If you would like more information on holding weddings at
Prior contact Gill Mead at gmead@priorparkschools.com

For the booklet on alumni who died in WW2,
go to www.priorparkalumni.com/publications

We will be adding more material to the online digital archive this autumn.
To sign up, go to priorparkcollege-heritage.daisy.websds.net. If you would like to make a financial contribution
to the digitisation of more material contact Carole Laverick at ppa@thepriorfoundation.com
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Staff Farewells

Dusting off the clubs
Deputy head Vaughan
Jelley has retired after
34 years at Cricklade
and a total of 43
years in education.

Vaughan thinks that, as well as the obvious
challenge of transitioning to a day-only
school, Cricklade, even though it is a prep
rather than secondary school, has to play
its part in equipping the new generation for
adult life.

“Too many students are pessimistic rather
than optimistic, because of the uncertain
future they face regarding employment,
pensions and particularly housing,” he says.
He jokes that, since he first went to school “Some will have careers but a lot don’t know
at the age of five, he has actually never what they are going to go into or how long
left. He started at Cricklade as head of they’ll be in it.”
geography in September 1983, along with
the first five girls as the school became The best thing about his time at Cricklade, he
co-ed. This was only his second teaching says, was “being part of a caring community,
position, following nine years at a boys’ prep being able to work with inspirational students
(they keep you young and motivated) and
school in Worcestershire.
see their personalities develop, and the
“My expectation was that this would be a reward of gratitude from all the staff (of all
step in my career. After three years I was ages and times of career) that I have been
appointed deputy head and then, after seven able to mentor, support and see develop.”
or eight more years, I did apply for some
headships.” Family commitments, however, Peak experiences have included the great
rugby sevens tournament wins in the 1980s
meant he had to stay close to Swindon.
and 1990s (National Champions at Rosslyn
What has changed most over the years?
Park in 1991), the cricket tour to Hong Kong
“The school resources are vastly superior to and Australia in 1990 and the mixed sports
the 1980s and the whole approach is more tour of South Africa in 2004. But, a keen
cricket fan, his favourite memories are of the
professional,” he says.
cricket tours of Barbados in 2006, 2009 and
“In education in general, however, there is 2012. As to the worst experiences, he claims
now far too much paperwork. Staff have far to have blocked them from his memory, but
less time to sit and talk with pupils during then notes that many parents today have
break times: everyone has to input on their unrealistic expectations of their offspring and
laptops or answer emails. This has eroded blame teachers when their children fall short.
pastoral care. We just don’t get to spend time That is one of the things he will not miss.
with the children: sitting on a bench watching
The plan now is to have a two-month
them play, or joining in.”
holiday in Australia (“my tickets for the first
“On the other hand,” he adds, “much of the two days of the Brisbane test have already
education is better now. Pupils do not waste arrived and I’m hoping to take in some of the
time laboriously copying notes. The emphasis third test in Perth as well”) and re-locate to
is on the acquisition of skills – including the Devon. But he is not severing his ties with
soft skills of communication and teamwork. education completely. He will continue to
Sports coaching has hugely improved.
work as a lead (reporting) inspector for the
“In the 1980s the school invested time and Independent Schools Inspectorate.
effort in a handful of outstanding athletes. “The diary for 2018 is nice and empty at the
These days, all pupils reap the benefits of moment but I am sure there will be a number
quality coaching; all represent the school in of projects to keep me busy,” he says. “And
teams; and all have access to the marvellous I am looking forward to dusting off the golf
facilities. The emphasis is on inclusion.”
clubs.”
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Vaughan Jelley

- Rory Fox reports that, having started in 2015,
he and his colleagues in Edlumino Education
Aid provided education to refugee children in
Calais and Dunkirk. In 2016, they moved to
support children in Greece. They are currently
setting up in Kurdistan. They combine the
teaching of children with the training of
local teachers, so that they can try to bring
about a long-term sustainable improvement
to the educational situation in the country.
Visit www.edlumino.org for more details.
- Having been a visiting
professor at University
College London since
2009, Gerard Kilroy
(pictured right) has now
been appointed a professor
in the department of
English philology in the
Jesuit University Krakow and made a senior
research fellow at Campion Hall, Oxford. His
third book, a biography of the Jesuit martyr,
Edmund Campion: A Scholarly Life, will soon
be in paperback published by Routledge.
- David Wood saw his daughter get married
at College last August.
- Below, Thomas Hansen and his wife Mary
visited last summer. Tom now teaches at St.
Croix, a private Lutheran school in the twin
cities (Minneapolis-St.Paul). He visited former
deputy head Wilf Hammond and stayed with
Denis and Jennie Clarke in Bath. He cruised
back home on the Queen Mary.

Departing staff
- Joanne Devine (nee Edgell) is leaving
College, having accepted a position as
housemistress at Wycombe Abbey.
Having joined Prior in September 2009
as a music teacher, Jo assumed the role of
housemistress of St Mary’s in September
2011. She married Dominic Devine (teacher
of history at PPC). They have a beautiful
daughter, Ella, and they will all be greatly
missed by the school community.
- Mark Pearce, headmaster of Cricklade,
left at the end of the summer term to work
in Dubai.
- Patricia Vowles, teacher of modern
languages, retired this summer.
- Naomi Gay, who has been head of
girls’ hockey since 2015, is off to work at
the British School of Bahrain starting this
September.
- Elizabeth Hjelm left this summer to go to
Corsham School.
- Cath Giles, teacher of English as additional
language, leaves this summer for new
adventures.
- Vicki McConaghie, who has been in
the college geography department for five
years and who has thrown herself fully into
the Prior life with CCF, Duke of Edinburgh,
New York Trip organiser etc, is leaving to
get married and start a new life with her
husband in Nottingham.

- Below, Peggy Mahon visited College with
her daughter Eileen in October 2016. Peggy
was one of Prior’s many Irish maids. She
arrived in 1953 at the tender age of 17 with
her two sisters. In the course of an hilarious
tour of College, Peggy emphatically denied the
rumour that there was ever any fraternisation
between the maids and the boys.

- Jeremy Goulding, his wife, son and
daughter-in-law toured the Mansion and
Chapel in July 2016.
- Steve Capon has a new job at King Henry
VIII College, Cyberjaya, Malaysia. It’s a new
school, opening in September 2018 and is a
sister school of Christ’s College, Brecon, which
was founded in 1541. Like its Welsh sibling,
it will be a co-educational boarding and day
school with pupils from 7-18 years of age.

No regrets
Tom Simons has been a hugely valued
colleague and we will all miss him, writes
James Murphy-O’Connor.
Tom has been a long-standing member of
PPC with 26 years of service, 17 of those
as academic deputy head. Born in 1960,
his ancestors were Polish immigrants who
moved to the UK at the turn of the 20th
Century. They brought with them the desire
to work and to contribute, and plenty of
strong Eastern European intellect. Tom’s
father was a professor at Oxford and his
brother is a professor at Cambridge.

that “Tom is the best negotiator I have
ever seen”. In short, Tom is respected, liked
and seen as a man of integrity and gravitas.
He has had a significant career at
PPC, marked by exemplary service and
commitment. He has made a profound
difference to the students and to the lives
of his colleagues. He has experienced times
of great sadness with the loss of his wife
and his son Joseph (2012) but he would be
the first to say that the strength of our PPC
community has helped him through the
dark days.

Tom grew up in the Midlands,
attended Warwick School, studied
at Birmingham, took a PGCE at
Loughborough and took a further
first-class honours at the Open
University.
He served first at King Edward’s
Bath, followed by five years at
Abingdon. At both schools he
taught maths, ran ‘Ten Tors’, took
teams in cricket, golf, football and
rugby and set up computer systems.
At Abingdon, he was also the master
in charge of stationery!
In 1991 he arrived at PPC as head
of maths. He came with his wife
Brenda and young son Robbie. Two
further children were to come along,
Joseph (2012) and Laura (2017).

Tom Simons with James Murphy-O’Connor

He wrote in an appraisal a few years ago
At Prior, Tom set about rebuilding the “I always thought that I would move on from
maths department whilst also holding Prior but the opportunities kept coming
down the position of second master with thick and fast…so I stayed to serve the
responsibility for the timetable, rooming, community…and I have no regrets”. Well,
reports and special projects. By 2000, he neither do we. Denis Clarke, a long-time
was deputy head academic.
colleague and friend, once told me that
Tom
is “just a thoroughly good person”.
Tom is a man of many talents and interests,
No
one
could say it any better.
including golf, hiking, camping, swimming,
cycling, computing, house renovations and
gardening. To the staff here he is known
to be reliable, approachable, professional,
hard-working and wise.
He is an excellent listener, superb creative
thinker, solution-seeker and innovator.
He is also a brilliant interviewer. One
headmaster noted (and I would agree)

We wish Tom, Fiona, Robbie and Laura
every success in the future.
Alumni wishing to contact Vaughan
Jelley or Tom Simons should
email Carole Laverick at
ppa@thepriorfoundation.com
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Documenting development
Rachael Canter (2001)
move, so the men had migrated to
work in brick-making fields, leaving the
women and children behind. “We saw
women wading, waist-deep through
filthy water everyday carrying their
children on their shoulders to take them
to a makeshift school on higher land,”
Rachael told us.
“They were forced to tie their babies and
toddlers into bed at night to prevent
them from falling out into the water
below.”

Rachel Canter and family

Rachael Canter
has not chosen the
easiest path in life.

Rachael and her team lived in the village
while filming the episode, which also saw
members of the national cricket team superstars in Bangladesh - working
alongside the community to build a series
of bamboo bridges and a large communal
fish pond.
The already hard life in Bangladesh was
made considerably harder following a
terrorist explosion last year.

“Twenty-two people were murdered in an
Rachael leads an all-Cambodian attack claimed by IS,” Rachael explained.
production team currently making “It was in a restaurant that we went to
a reality TV series to help young frequently. It had a huge impact on our
Cambodians, particularly women, lives. Our movements were heavily
improve their chances of gaining restricted because of increased security.
employment (think The Apprentice
meets Dragon’s Den for a Cambodian “Our daughter Sylvie could no longer go
to nursery and it wasn’t safe to travel
audience).
anywhere on foot. It’s been such a sad
Executive producer for the international time for the country and for all of the
development charity of the BBC, Rachael local friends we made there.” The move
moved with her husband James and to Cambodia came as something of a
their two-year-old daughter, Sylvie, to relief.
Cambodia last year.
“It’s a really exciting time in Cambodia
Before that they were in Bangladesh, right now because we’re just about to
where she spent 18 months producing go into production of the new show,” she
a TV show and digital content that said.
looked at the effects of climate change
and encouraged communities to work “By far the most rewarding part of my
job is spending time travelling around
together to find solutions.
these extraordinary countries, meeting
One of the programmes focused on a remarkable people and hearing their
village that was completely flooded stories - and it’s great to be able to share
for up to nine months of the year. The these adventures with James and Sylvie
families living there were too poor to too.”
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Adam Dearling (2014)
In June, Adam undertook a challenge for
the charity PAPYRUS in memory of one
of his closest childhood friends, Brodie
Eaton.

International co-operation
Geoff Cardozo (1968)

FOOD
FLASHBACKS

“Brodie was and will always be remembered
as one of the kindest and most fun-loving
souls ever to walk this earth,” wrote Adam.
“But on Friday 11 November 2016 he took
his own life.”

I rather looked forward to the
porridge with added golden
syrup.

PAPYRUS seeks to provide support, raise
awareness, and campaign on the leading
cause of death among young people in
Britain today. Adam divided the money he
raised between PAPYRUS and Brodie’s Bike
Project at the University of West Scotland.

Sunday dinners were terrible,
so I took five or six orders,
sneaked out of St Paul’s and
jogged down town to the
Chinese take-away - a round
trip of an hour. Word soon
got out and orders grew to
15 or 20. I had to book a taxi
for the round trip. The driver
would drop me at the lower
gate. I was negotiating the
steep bank up to St Paul’s
one evening only to find Dr
Walsh, our fantastic house
master, looking down at me.
The following Sunday, he
accompanied me to dinner
and agreed the Chinese
takeaway was the better
option.

Adam rode from the University of West
Scotland (Brodie’s university) to the
University of Bath (Adam’s university)
and from there to Luxembourg, the place
where they both grew up and where they
first met 16 years ago. Adam completed
the challenge within the target of ten days.
At the end, he met with Brodie’s father in
Luxembourg. Adam admits that planning
the journey had been as much a way of
coping with the loss of his best friend as it
was an appeal to stop the stigma and raise
awareness of such tragic events.
“Life’s crap sometimes,” noted Adam.
“Mental health is complicated, and I would
be here forever if I was just trying to list
every way it can manifest itself so I won’t.
Instead I’ll just say don’t leave it, talk to
someone (close or who you’ve never met,
whichever works) and you’ll feel better for it,
or at least figure out where to start. There’s
nothing wrong with struggling or needing
help. It’s leaving it that’s the problem.”

Adam Dearling and Brodie Eaton

Martin Fowler (1983)

Geoff left London and his work with Veterans Aid
a couple of years ago to become the Paris-based
boss of the Franco-British Foundation (FFBS).
With a turnover of £26million, the foundation
employs 300 qualified staff to look after
800 people with various disabilities in eleven
training/care centres.
Its aim is to help psychologically and
physically challenged youngsters through their
apprenticeships and into gainful employment.
Some - the more serious cases - will remain in
care permanently, working in the foundation’s
workshops and its food-packaging, laundry, and
horticultural/landscaping training hubs.
Founded in Knightsbridge during WW1, the
foundation has a board drawn from both sides
of the Channel, thereby providing an example,
at a particularly stressful time between the UK
and its European partners, of Franco-British cooperation at the human level.
Geoff, a retired Colonel who was awarded the
MBE for his work in planning and supervising
the burial of Argentine soldiers killed in
the Falklands war, took a brief sabbatical in

Argentina last year to visit the soldiers’ families.
He described it as “a low profile affair, just to
reassure their parents and families, particularly,
but also those who had survived the conflict,
that Britain at the time had looked after their
boys properly”.
His trip has given impetus to a plan of the
International Committee of the Red Cross
(ICRC) to identify all the Argentine soldiers
buried in the Falklands.
He has also been asked to help out the ICRC in
Geneva when they run their “Management of
casualties in Armed Conflicts and Catastrophes”
programme, briefing international teams on
aspects to be considered post-earthquake,
tsunami, natural disasters and conflicts.
Multi-lingual Geoff, a former defence attaché
in Paris and intelligence officer in Brussels, has
moved to Tours to be closer to Paris and Geneva
for his work. He will keep his place in Brittany
for summer holidays.

Adewale Onabanjo (1984)
The first Friday: stew and
some awful rice pudding with
jam. The saved money went to
feed the starving.
Martin Pike (1986)
Boiled mince replete with little
bone fragments, served with
lumpy mashed potato three
days in a row. It was “food”
but it was seriously revolting.
Christopher James
Coelho (1986)
Sunday dinner was always
terrible. Didn’t matter what
was on the menu, nobody ate
it. We did a roaring trade in
pizza and Chinese takeaway.
Andrew Clinick (1986)
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Lampreys are a good sign

Catalytic capital
Christine “Tine” Ward (1985)
The organisation works in Pakistan, South
Africa, Sri Lanka, Chad, Sudan and Haiti.
Asked what she gained most from her time
at Prior, she said “the moral obligation to live
a life with purpose.”

Tine Ward
Tine recently addressed the Lower Sixth and
held them spellbound. Her two messages
came across loud and clear. First, it will all
work out, even if not in the ways you expect.
Second, you must be whole and at peace
with yourself. “Are you in your integrity?”
she asked.
One of the second cohort of girls at Prior
and first-ever winner of the Rose Bowl
Award, Tine went on to study English at
Loughborough. She worked in the Royal
Household, became executive director then
president of Chances for Children in New
York, founded The Darfur Project, which has
so far raised $17million for medical relief,
and, in 2012, founded Rockflower.

“

“

I knew this would be
my life’s work

Rockflower connects global capital to
community-based social enterprises and
relief projects, including water and sanitation
programmes, public health initiatives,
housing, education and humanitarian relief.
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surprises - the answer was most definitely
no: I was not in my integrity and I didn’t really
know why yet.”
When she got home she realized that
integrity was all that mattered.

Working with the Duchess of York (“Fergie”),
“No matter how much aid was being delivered,
she spent time in Bosnian refugee camps
or how many people were being helped,
with children “whose parents had been
money raised, good I was supposedly doing,
murdered in front of them”.
if I wasn’t being true to myself and my
“Over the years I’ve been to many camps, held purpose in my life, none of it would matter
the hands of women whose children had in the end.”
died and yet they still had the resilience that
This, she told her audience, “is where true
allowed them to smile at me and thank me for
happiness and fulfilment lies”.
coming. You know you cannot do everything
“In the absence of fear there is strength and
but certainly you can do something.”
indeed there is gentleness. Strength and
The “what to do” is the key. How do you
gentleness are one, and this came to me
discover your purpose? Tine went to New
in the symbol of Rockflower - a real flower
York in 1994 to start Chances for Children,
that grew out of a rock in my home in Pound
a not-for-profit that would assist children in
Ridge NY.”
America. Then came her first-born, Francesca,
Sitting in a session of the Clinton Global
followed by Lulu, Isabella and Rex.
Initiative - the only woman at a table of nine
“Four children under six! I had my hands full,
men – it came to her that she would start a
but the voice within was not quiet. I began
fund for women and girls.
to realize how much more there was to
do. I also saw how large-scale operations “I knew this would be my life’s work.”
can sometimes be fraught with red tape,
Rockflower addresses women’s inequality
bureaucracy and inefficiency. I really wanted
through the “five keys”: education, financial
to find a better way, where targeted solutions
independence, access to water and food,
and radical idealism could be practically
peace and security, and health. She quoted
realized. But it would take a lot more work
Khalid Malik, lead author of the 2014 UNDP
and much more time.”
Human Development Report: “The closest
The solution, she eventually realized, was to to a silver bullet in human development is
have much more targeted and direct delivery educating women, and particularly mothers.”
of aid on the ground. She then described “a
Tine concluded by telling her audience to “be
life-changing experience”.
confident in where you are led, be gentle with
“I was in the back of a Toyota land cruiser, your fellow men and women” and “be in your
in 106-degree heat, having just landed in integrity”.
a small plane deep inside the conflict zone
on the Chad/Darfur border. We had been
under rocket fire from the ground. I closed my
eyes and started to pray. I heard a loud voice
in my right ear, “Are you in your integrity?”
I looked at the driver and the colleague next
to me, checking to see if they had spoken.
They had not. The voice was coming from
www.rockflower.org
the deep recesses of my soul. And so - no

cabbage. Years of painstaking
eradication, much of it by hand, has
brought the problem more or less
under control. Even more successful
has been the elimination of rats on
the island, leading to a ten-fold
increase in the bird population.
“Globally there are about 8.7 million
species,” Max told his audience.
“Many are not yet categorized. Some
are becoming extinct even before
they are properly identified.”
The UK ranks a lowly 189 out of
218 nations in the bio-diversity
lists. 50% of our native species
Lampreys are making a comeback
have shown marked decline in
recent years and 15% are at risk
In February, Max Hemmings (2008) addressed of disappearing forever. Hunting, shooting,
the Headmaster’s Academic Society on the environmental pollution, urbanisation, changes
subject of conservation and the environment. in land use, climate change: these are all
contributing to the decline.
Max described the different pathways into
careers in microbiology, ecology, genetics A big problem is agriculture, which occupies
and botany, and talked about the wide variety 75% of the UK land mass. This land is not
of specialisms on offer: from the study of retaining its nutrients and, in a constant effort
ancient woodlands; through focusing on to make agricultural production more efficient,
individual species such as pine martens; to marginal habitats, like ponds and hedgerows,
issues associated with introduced species like are disappearing.
peacocks, which could not survive without
The subsidies for farmers need to be reviewed
human intervention, and American mink, which
so as to reward them not just for owning land
survive all too well on their own.
but for farming in a way that preserves nature.
The
NFU and National Trust are struggling to
“When fur coats went out of fashion,” Max
come
to agreement about this. But not all the
noted, “animal rights activists released mink
portents
are bad, he added.
into the wild and that has caused destruction
to the ecosystem, notably to the population of
Lampreys - a good indicator of the quality of the
water voles.”
fresh water habitat - are making a comeback.
After Prior, Max studied biochemistry at Also, DDT usage was eventually stopped and,
Leeds followed by a masters in biodiversity although it has taken decades, there has been a
and conservation. He is now working at marked recovery in the affected species.
Mott MacDonald in Bristol, a job he found
In conclusion, he
via alumna Kath Thorne (2009). There
advised his listeners
his task is “to offer advice to construction
to volunteer for
projects on their environmental impact”. He
conservation groups,
cited the environmental damage done by
sign campaigns to
the rhododendron. He quoted the example
preserve wildlife, take
of Lundy Island, to which the rhododendron
a gap year working
was introduced in the 19th Century as an
on environmental
ornamental plant.
projects and keep
up to date with
It quickly took over the east side of the island
Max Hemmings
environmental news.
and threatened to eliminate the rare Lundy

FOOD
FLASHBACKS
Kippers and grapefruit for
breakfast. I couldn’t bear
either. I used to trade for
cereal or porridge.
Darren Crawford (1988)
I reckon I survived on tuck
shop chocolate.
Zuzka Herrero (1989)
Pot Noodles from the Chinese
and steak and kidney pies
from the little shop in the
village.
Dean Ammon (1989)
In those snowy winters there
weren’t many trays left to
serve food on, as they made
great sledges down the valley.
Kristian Price (1990)
Giant Yorkshire puddings
filled with beans and sausages
or chilli!
Sarah Rowland (1998)
At Cricklade, the time when
the cook and was replaced by
the matron. She was very kind
but seemed to be on a quest
to break the record for how
many recipes could involve
sugar puffs!
Andrew Clinick (1986)
Flat croissants, served with
maple syrup, and eaten with
a knife and fork. Very weird.
Nicola Munro (2002)
I remember the weekly curries.
It’s only now that I’ve had
proper curry that I realise how
bad they actually were.
Amina Jane Ishaq (2003)
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Brexit won’t stop globalisation
while the rest of us get on with living our
lives.” In a representative democracy, he said,
a referendum should have no place. Sam,
who has a BA in history and politics from
the University of Warwick, referred back to
the summer of 2012 and the “comforting,
liberal symbolism of the Olympic opening
ceremony”.
“To look at those images at the time, you
could have easily thought that ours was a
truly united kingdom,” he said. “The image
Britain projected to the world – one of
tolerance, liberalism and diversity – was, it
seemed, victorious and unchallenged.”

Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn with Sam Stopp

Five years later, Britain and the western
world have rarely seemed more divided: 17
million Britons voted to sever our ties with
the European Union; America elected Donald
Trump. At heart, Sam said, these decisions
are most likely expressions of fear and hatred
of a world that is “changing too fast and too
chaotically for many to bear”. He projected
a slide showing that the big winners from
globalisation are the top 1% worldwide and
the Asian middle class. The lower-middle
and working classes in the UK and the USA
have seen hardly any benefit at all.

Last November, Sam Stopp (2008), public “They, after all, fund the college: without their
affairs professional, Wembley councillor money, it would cease to exist.” After a bitter
and chair of the Labour Campaign to End campaign, the side in favour of abandoning
Homelessness, came to College to speak exams narrowly prevails. Half the parents are
outraged, but those who voted for the change
about the EU referendum.
tell them to stop complaining.
Sam, who among his many other roles is a
Sam’s witty speech managed to embrace his
crucial role, at the age of seventeen, in the The disappointed parents pull their pupils out school governor, had no panacea to offer but
appointment of JMOC as headmaster (he of Prior and send them to other schools. The stressed two points: first, that there needs to
showed him around the school on the day of college, which no longer teaches a standard be far greater devolution of power, especially
the interview), his difficulties at the time in syllabus and instead “allows pupils to learn to local government, so that people can
finding a girlfriend and his failure to succeed whatever they feel like learning on a particular reconnect with political decision-making;
day – which may, of course, be nothing at all”, and, second, that the West is crying out for
Tolly Humphreys (2007) as head boy.
quickly slips down the rankings. Revenues political leadership. (He was particularly
For all that, what he had to say was deeply
decline. It becomes harder and harder to scathing about David Cameron.)
serious and he had his audience gripped. He
maintain even the basic functions of the
Heavily involved with youth politics – he’s
invited the room to imagine the following
school. Dr Mercer duly resigns and not even
youth
officer for the Ealing Branch of the
scenario: “It is the summer of 2006. Dr
Mr Murphy-O’Connor can arrest the decline.
GMB,
committee
member of GMB Young
Mercer has announced his intention to resign
London
and
vice-chair
of Brent Young Labour
“Presumably,” said Sam, “the reason your
as headmaster.
he
called
upon
his
youthful
audience to get
parents send you to Prior is that they
“Contained within his announcement is a
involved.
don’t have the time or the skills or the
stipulation, possibly inserted by his deputy
inclination to home-school you. They trust
“Prior is a special place. You have been given
- the Machiavellian genius Denis Clarke –
the teachers and other staff here to take on
an opportunity that would literally be a sin to
that the last thing he oversees will be a
that responsibility for them. And so it is with
waste. There are people in this room who, in
referendum on whether Prior should carry
politics. Or at least, so it should be.
five or ten years, could have a major voice in
on participating in external exams or whether
it should simply focus on teaching life skills. “We pay our taxes - just like your parents pay the debate about this great country’s future.
Crucially, the referendum will be decided by your school fees - so that the government
“The question is: are you one of them?”
a vote of the parents and the parents alone. gets on with the job of running the country
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Old Girls’ Hockey
The most recent alumni match was a great success,
writes Mollie Roberts (2014).
We won 7 - 0, which was a massive improvement on the year
before. A great range of years returned to Prior to make up
the team and we all struggled through the pouring rain to
come out with a win. We enjoyed refreshments in the new
sports centre to end another great day back. We are now in
the process of organising the alumni match on 1 September.
Anyone is welcome to play, the more the merrier, and we will
even be one of the first matches – perhaps the first match
– to be played on the brand new Astro turf.
Next Old Girls’ fixture: Friday 1 September at 5pm

Toby Brown

Rosslyn Park
Parent Peter Brown writes: I have gone to the Rosslyn Park School
Sevens for the last three years to watch my sons Ollie and Toby
who have represented PPC at U16’s and first team.
The first year watching the U16’s was such a great day I ended
up watching the first team (no sons involved) later in the same
week. The event has a great festival atmosphere and, with so many
schools playing, you are watching stars of the future. At the same
time, you are forced to double take the ref you last saw marshalling
England vs Australia at Twickenham.

Old Boys’ Hockey
A great weekend saw the PPC 1st team beat the Old Boys
7 – 4, and the Old Boys beat the PPC U16s 9 – 2.
What was striking about the day was not just the literal
brotherhood on display (Bortons, Williamsons, Burwells)
but also the figurative brotherhood and camaraderie that
transcends all considerations of age, race, religion and
sporting ability. It was fun to watch as well as play.
Next Old Boys’ fixture: Sunday 7 January 2018

Between the games you navigate your way past the odd England
international wandering around and find your way to the Prior Park
marquee situated in the heart of it all by the RE1 pitch, where all the
big games happen (streamed live). It’s a great base and anyone who
has links to the school is welcomed by Carole Laverick and other
staff and coaches. The lads kick back between games working on
their banter. The parents, grandparents and alumni snuffle all sorts
of home-made goodies: sarnies, cakes, hot drinks, the odd bottle
of beer or glass of wine for the more sophisticated. People come
and go, have a gas and watch some great rugby.
After that first year it has become a fixture for me. When the dates
are released they go on my calendar in permanent marker. This year
I cut a trip to Yorkshire short to make it. It rained so we got to use the
Prior Park brollies (one of which is still in the back of my van) and
we had a great time. I highly recommend it. However do not bring
your camera. I invested in a zoom lens last year but immediately
hid it in my bag when I saw the size of Carole’s telephoto monster!
Next year’s dates: Monday 19 – Wednesday 21 March 2018

Contact Carole Laverick at ppa@thepriorfoundation.com

Next Old Boys’ Rugby fixture: Saturday 2 September 2017 vs
Kingswood at Kingswood

The Gossip Bowl
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Another thrilling encounter
and the score on 19-2, James was joined by
James Power and the two of them began to
increase the run rate.

Akers-Haddon Old Boys’ Cricket Shield
Blessed again with good weather, it was
with high hopes of a victory that I pulled my
kit bag across the luscious outfield towards
the Bury Sports Centre, writes Harry Elias
(2003).
The expectant faces of my team-mates told
me that my hopes of victory were shared by
a strong Old Boys’ squad.
It was therefore with a confident swagger that
I strolled out to the middle for the toss, which
I duly won. I decided that we would bat first.
Before taking to the crease we witnessed the
presentation of the Akers-Haddon Old Boys’
Cricket Shield to the school’s head of cricket,
Malcolm Bond, by Brian Akers and Peter
Haddon (1965). Brian’s grandfather created
the shield years ago and Brian and Peter
decided to mount it, engrave it and donate it
to the college for presentation to the winning
captain at the end of the Old Boys vs College
fixture. The stakes had just gone up! With
the College XI full of pasties, it was down to
Charlie O’Brien and James Harper to open
the Old Boys’ account. Charlie departed early,
after a full length delivery hit high on the bat
ballooned to mid-on for an easy pouch.
First wicket down for zero. A quick 14 from
Peter Borton followed, supported by James
Harper at the other end. With Peter falling

James Power’s departure brought Lincoln
Rupesinghe to the crease and some sublime
stroke play followed before Lincoln was
caught. The James double-act was resumed
at the crease with James Powell now joining
the immovable James Harper. Some big
hitting ensued and after the 15 overs, and
with James Harper carrying his bat, the
Old Boys finished their first innings on a
respectable 128 for the loss of four wickets.
A quick turnaround and the Old Boys stepped
on to the field to begin their defence. On
a fairly slow track, it was the turn of the
spinners to try to stifle the runs. However,
it was soon obvious that, regardless of what
was being bowled, the college openers were
going to play some shots. James Burwell
soon raced to an excellent maiden halfcentury before being caught by Hugh Doyle
off the bowling of George Harper. Aidan
Bramwell fell just short of his 50, scoring an
excellent 49 before the Borton brothers (one
caught, one bowled) conspired to bring his
innings to an end. College fell just short of
an opening 100-run partnership and with
this solid foundation the shackles were off.
Some great bowling by the seamers and two
wickets in two balls by George Harper kept
the College down to 124 after 15 overs. We
were four runs ahead.
After a cracking tea provided by the college,
it was the turn of Olly Robinson and Louis
Tambe to increase the Old Boys’ haul. They
started well with some good stroke play
before a mix up saw Louis run out for five.
Olly carried on in swashbuckling style before

being bowled for a respectable 10. Ed Borton
then came to the crease. A quick-fire 32
followed before Elias fell cheaply to a nigh
unplayable in-swinging Yorker. Contributions
from G. Harper, H. Doyle and P. Borton raised
our second innings total to a sub-par 92 on a
track that seemed to have quickened a little.
College now required 97 to set up a third
successive victory - and more importantly
to take the first spot on the Akers-Haddon
Old Boys’ Cricket Shield.
With a harder pink ball and a quicker track it
was the turn of the seamers to start the Old
Boys’ defence. Charlie O’Brien was on point
from the off, causing chaos for the openers
with some darting in-swingers. He was
unlucky not to get more reward for his efforts.

Golf
Darren Crawford (1988) writes: The
Prior Park Alumni and “Friends of Prior”
gathered again in Bath for another
successful golf reunion.
The golfers this year included current
students, parents, alumni and of course
staff. The weather was kind, allowing
some members to play a full 18 holes
in five hours without rain. Although this
event has its regulars it was good to
welcome Gerard O’Donoghue (1987)
and Dave Williams (1983) for the first
time, having left Prior many years ago.
We had the pleasure also of welcoming
three current students. The day took the
usual format, starting with coffee, bacon

butties (perhaps a couple of beers) and
a catch-up before teeing off at lunchtime.
It was followed by a three-course meal
in the clubhouse, giving everyone an
opportunity to catch up before the
traditional awarding of the trophies.
The competition between the school and
the alumni saw the school winning again.
Normal service was however resumed as
Martin Woodhouse (1988) collected the
overall individual prize.
Thomas Smith, a current student, took
Best Net with Dave Williams taking
Best Stableford. Thomas Smith also won
Longest Drive and Nearest the Pin.

Louis Tambe supported excellently from the
Mansion end, getting the first wicket with the
score on 27. Some tight bowling and excellent
work in the field from James Power, Lincoln
and others, piled on the pressure, leading
to an excellent run-out by Ed Borton. Soon,
College required 13 off two overs to win. It was
anybody’s game. Unfortunately the college
batsmen didn’t see it that way and with the
finish line in sight some superb hitting from
Dylan Bunn and Justin Avenell meant that
College got over the line with an over to spare,
securing their third consecutive victory.

Ben Armstrong, William Ford, Billy
Braithwaite and Harry Smith (2016) won
the PPA gap year award last year for their
plan to help poor people in Romania.
Here is their report: “Hi there! We are
writing to keep you updated as you have
done so much for us leading up to this
trip. We are out in Romania now and have
just finished our first of three projects.
We built chicken coops and delivered the
first one today to a family right on the
Moldovan border. It was a very humbling
experience.

It was another enthralling Old Boys’ fixture
in glorious company and surroundings. It
finished deservedly on the side of the College
XI, who, as ever, were gracious in victory. We
will be back next year to fight for our spot on
the Akers-Haddon Old Boys’ Cricket Shield.
Next Old Boys’ Cricket fixture: Sunday 10
June 2018 (TBC)

Emilio Nella (1982)

If you are interested in alumni sports, see the list of sports reps on the
alumni website (www.priorparkalumni.com/year-group-reps) and ask
Carole Laverick (ppa@thepriorfoundation.com) to put you in touch.
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Alumni Sports

“We are now building a mill structure
to allow the farm to become profitable.
However, the actual milling equipment is
vastly more expensive than the charity
realised and they are in desperate need
of funds. As a result, we are donating the
majority of the PPA grant to this cause.
The rest of the grant was spent on toys
and fun things for the children and some
bare essentials for us.
“The grant money has already made a huge
impact and by donating to this cause it
will have much wider repercussions than
any of us thought, allowing an entire
village to be self sustaining. Thank you
again, Will, Harry, Ben, and Billy.”

The Gossip Bowl
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Reunions

Class of 1967

Class of 1967

Class of 1996

The Class of 1966/67 held a successful and enjoyable 49th anniversary re-union
in October last year. The group met up for dinner at Gascoyne Place on the eve
of the Veterans’ Lunch.

Holly Hammill writes: On 1 July the class of 1997 regrouped to
celebrate their 20-year reunion. 20 years! People arrived with a
little trepidation that they might not recognise their old school
buddies, but there was no need to worry: everyone looked
remarkably similar to their teenage selves.

Many memories were exchanged and absent and departed friends were
remembered. Among those attending were Adrian Fitzgerald, Don Woodhead,
James Cheetham, Richard Holden, Michael Druce, Chris Dowse, Dirk Meerstadt,
Peter Spencer, Andy Milne, John Symes, Jamie Forsyth, Euan Grant, John Morris,
Nigel Martin and John Iles. Tim Heining attended as an honorary interloper from
1968. Many of the group are looking forward to extend their re-acquaintance over
the Veterans’ Lunch weekend again this year, which marks their 50th anniversary.
Enquiries to Adrian FitzGerald at aandpfitzgerald@gmail.com

Class of 1976

Attendees (some at both events) included
Joe Bradley, David Adair, Clive Woodman,
Robert Armstrong, Steve Ryder, John Portelly,
Jan Mintowt, Richard Klein and Mark Wills.
John brought his wife to the Bath function
and Jan took his partner along to the London
gathering. Participants at the Bath bash were
dismayed to find no photograph in the new
sports hall recalling their triumph in the
1976 Rosslyn Park Sevens, when they beat
Durham 32 – 0 in the Festival final, so they
decided to fund a reproduction of the team
photo to go up on the wall. Robert is looking
to organise another social for later this year,
probably in London.
Contact Robert at robert-a10@tiscali.co.uk

Class of 1976
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We must have been doing something right over the past two
decades! Over 30 people attended, and we quickly got chatting
about what we were doing now and reminiscing about school days.
Lots of us hadn’t seen each other since our 10-year reunion but it
didn’t matter.

Class of 1996

Robert Armstrong has been doing great
work gathering together the class of 1976,
holding two events in the last twelve months,
one in Bath in November and one in the City
of London in May.

What a great time we had at our 1996 reunion weekend, writes
Amy Hubbard. A number of us managed to gather for the hockey,
followed by beer, pasties and catch-ups in the very well-appointed
Bury Sports Hall.
Class of 1986

Class of 1986
The class of 1986 may be scattered, writes Miles Hember, but the chance to return to
Prior on our 30th anniversary was enough to draw a good group of us back from near
and far, to enjoy kind hospitality from Carole and to revisit memories together.
Martin Pike won the distance prize, flying in from South Africa. Chris Coelho came from
Norway. Northern Ireland was ably represented by Edward Mason, whom I had not seen
since July 1986 but instantly recognised. Carole laid on a really fine buffet in the Mansion
and welcomed us warmly, and this set the tone for the whole afternoon.
We first explored St Peter’s, which has evolved considerably and now houses a wealth
of creative activity that far exceeds what was our norm. Even after all these years, the
clarity of imprinted memories was very evident as we explored together, with repeated
“Aha” moments as rooms were found and who-was-where reminiscences exchanged.
Some spaces are exactly as we remembered they ought to be: the chapel, in particular,
and the worn stone steps up onto the slope leading to the sports fields. Climbing those
patient stones, we were led by an enthusiastic Peter O’Donoghue to the new sports hall,
which we all agreed was a splendid addition. Sporting spirits raised, there was some minor
competition on the fixed bicycles, with suitable banter.
In the evening we repaired for dinner in town, joined by some well-loved members of staff
and several toasts were raised, all in very good taste as far as I remember. Martin Pike
was very generous in picking up the tab, quietly settling it before any debate could arise thanks Martin! To explore Prior Park again on a fine sunny day and to see how development
has really added to the college was a real pleasure, and to meet and exchange news, to
hear of families and careers grown in the intervening decades reminded us of our own
progress too. We are not the boys we were, but we are still in part who we became here.
I am very glad I returned for this reunion; here’s to the next one.

Class of 1997

Following the hockey a few of us enjoyed a school tour led by Carole
and at 7pm over forty of us began our evening festivities with a glass
or two of bubbles in the Mansion Hall followed by a delightful dinner
in the John Wood chapel. All to the beat of our 90s-themed playlists.
It was fantastic to catch up with so many old faces, and the fact
that many people had come from abroad made the occasion very
special. Andrea Blades and Heidi Stier-Riviera from New York, Israel
and Paula San Roman Sirvent from Alicante, Julia (nee Reichwald)
and David Hamilton-Burke from Scotland, Anneke Hudson (nee
Soper) from Luxembourg, John and Martha Moylan from Dublin,
Lucie Keogh from Durban and Sinan Cidi from Washington. It was
wonderful to see Mr and Mrs O’Sullivan too and many of us were
able to update them on what we had been up to over the past years.
Friendships were rekindled and fun times had by all as we carried
the party on at Circa in Bath until the very small hours with cocktails
and dancing. So much fun had by all!

Our year are doing all sorts of things now: doctors, nurses, teachers,
lawyers, accountants, not to mention an art dealer, a luxury fan
producer and an independent brewer. We have a decent collective
offspring too, ranging from six weeks to 11 years old. And we live
all over the world: France, Spain, America, Australia, New Zealand,
Colombia and Hong Kong. Regardless of what they’re doing or
where they’re living, one thing that really resonated was how happy
everyone is with their lives - and what could be better than that?
We started with a tour of the school and were startled to see how
some things were still exactly the same whilst others are super
plush now. The new sports centre and art facility got particular
praise. Re-gathering on the Mansion steps in the late afternoon
sunshine we marvelled at the view: how fortunate we were to spend
our school years in such a wonderful setting. We re-created our
leavers’ picture on the steps and then gathered for a lovely dinner
in the John Wood Chapel.
The end of the night was over in a flash and a gaggle moved on to a
bar in town to keep the drinks and laughter flowing for a few hours
longer. The longest-standing was apparently still going strong at
4am. (He may also be the beer brewer.) We are already looking
forward to the next reunion.

Class of 1997

There were many people who were unable to come for the reunion
and who were really missed, which is a great excuse to organise
another one soon. As well as those listed above, those attending
included: Alan Jordan, Michael Daldry, Patrick Quinlan, Vicky Jeffery
(nee Gooding), Rachael Botley, Lucy Gitsom (nee Winter) , Kristian
Price, James Etheridge, Hana York (nee Stott), Anthony Kiss, Oliver
Middleton , Brigid North (nee Kennedy), Andrew Haworth, John
Moylan, Patrick Lau, Lee Dokic, Guy Looker, Magnus Hinde, James
Whittleton, Hugo Warner, Tony Lee, Nancy Gardener (nee Baker),
Helen Jones (nee Sampson), Lucie Bowyer (nee Keogh), Olivia
McKay (nee Sharp), Kate Cullum (nee Acton), Simon Brandon,
Zena Kamash, Amy Hubbard (nee Hjaltun), Alice Maddicott, Tom
Williams, Rebecca Simmons, Jonathan Boon, James Edmund and
Sarah Ellis.
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Reunions

Veterans’ Lunch

Class of 2006

Carole’s homemade chocolates

Class of 2012
Around 40 members of the class of
2012 met up on 1 July 2017, reports
Joe Barron-Snowdon.
We met at the Green Park Tavern in Bath
– owned and run by Robbie Tack (1998) for our 5-year reunion over some evening
drinks and snacks. It was a wonderful
gathering.

Class of 2006
The class of 2006 met up for their reunion at
Prior on 1 October 2016, writes Scott Parker.
Where better to kick off proceedings than
in the Mansion, with some prosecco on the
portico looking out over the landscaped
gardens and that trademark view of Bath.
We were joined for drinks by teachers past
and present. The air was buzzing with old
tales and new; so much so that untangling
everyone and getting them up to the
Academy Hall for supper proved difficult.
A quick stop on the stairs for the obligatory
group photo (everyone having made an effort
to dust off their finest threads) followed by
mayhem during table allocation (numbers
being drawn raffle-like out of a hat, but what
a success that proved to be). A pause for
thought for fellow classmate, Laura Hughes,
who sadly passed away shortly before the
reunion. Anna Mee had some lovely words to
say about Laura, recalling her unmistakable
character and wonderful talent for music.
Laura had been one of the first to sign up for
the evening and her presence was, and will
always be, sorely missed.
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And so, with some poignancy, the evening
continued (see obituary on page 37). A few
renegades managed to slip away to the John
Wood Chapel in between mains and pudding,
taking turns to play the piano and sing.
Before too long, the whole reunion had
decamped into the Chapel and a convivial
sing-along ensued, with maestro Joe Janiak
on the keys. (Mr Robertson will be pleased
to hear that no harpsichords were harmed in
the making of this event.)
And on into Bath we went, with old stomping
grounds revisited and events in my memory
beginning to blur. When the dust had settled
in the morning and jaded heads were roused,
it was remembered as a fantastic evening.
What a great opportunity to catch up with
old friends we haven’t seen for years.
What a pleasure to step outside the busy
lives we all seem to lead these days. Special
thanks to Carole, without whom the night
would undoubtedly have been less successful
(not to mention it would have been minus the
more-ish homemade chocolates of hers).

It seems there was a fair amount of preevent anxiety about seeing each other
after such a while with fears of comparison
and judgement mixed with thoughts of
excitement at seeing old friends. However,
within minutes, everyone who came
appeared quite at ease and the evening
rightfully became about reminiscing on
good times and celebrating each other.
It was a real joy to catch up, to hear about
what we’d all been doing and to see what
direction we are starting to head towards
in life. Everyone seemed to be enjoying
themselves, I certainly did.
Thank you to everyone who came, the PPA
for their generous support of the event
and a special thanks to Carole Laverick
and Esther Scriven who did the bulk of the
organising. I look forward to the 10-year
reunion (I’m sure it’ll come around even
more quickly than this one did).

Class of 2012

The keel of mortality
An innocent request initially plunged Simon Morgan (1974) into a morose
contemplation of the passage of time. But, in the event, he was glad he said yes.
“Can you organise a table of ten for the
Veterans’ Lunch?” As I had recently exceeded
the qualifying threshold of threescore years,
this was a perfectly reasonable request by
those lovely people in the development
office, and it was, I suppose, something
of a compliment to be asked. However, I
cannot pretend that it did not bring on a tiny
element of gloomy introspection.
There was a time when the request might
have been to participate in a sporting event;
a bit later, perhaps, an enquiry about the
educational future of new offspring; later still
an appeal to provide vocational advice to the
next group of leavers. Now it was to attend
the Veterans’ Lunch. Was this the latest
sounding called out by Time’s grim leadsman
as he plumbed the rapidly shallowing waters
beneath the keel of my mortality?
Somewhat morosely I decided to look up
the word ‘veteran’ in the dictionary and
was pleasantly surprised to find that the
definition given was a person who has long
experience in a particular field; in short, an
expert, a professional, a doyen. There was no
suggestion of senility, decrepitude or decay.
My spirits lifted and so, shrugging aside
my misgivings, I agreed to see what I could
do. It was the right decision because, to my
surprise and elation, it resulted in perhaps
the most enjoyable day I have had at Prior

since we did the double on Monkton Combe
in 1974. I sent round a speculative email and
was delighted to receive an enthusiastic
response. Old colleagues - from Phil Hudson
in the Ukraine via Andrew Budd in Belgium
to Nigel Pardo in Gibraltar - agreed to come
and we actually filled a table and a half. We
were not the only year-group that managed
an impressive representation. Names from
the pantheon of the great and the good of our
youthful aspirations were also there - Ilott,
Lee, Bury, Garner and Milne - as well as more
venerable deities such as Fergus Lyons and
Andy Owen.
It was a reflective but easy-going reunion.
Nobody seemed worried about what they
had done or achieved. For us, the war was
over. Those two imposters, triumph and
disaster, had been faced and dealt with and,
really, it did not matter anymore. We could
meet and simply enjoy the company of those
who years before had been our friends or
rivals in a spirit of shared experience.
Of course, there were issues to be discussed.
Why did you not give that pass that would
have put me in for the winning try in that
needle match against Oldfield? What were
you thinking of, declaring on 172 when you
knew that St Brendan’s had a pinch-hitter
who could launch a ball into the stratosphere?
And what were you really doing with Binns

Minor’s sister up the gully after the Corpus
Christi procession? Some of these questions
got answered, some did not.
But apart from those weighty matters there
was an added element of significance to the
event. Carole Laverick, the College’s alumni
representative, had spent a great deal of
time and effort creating our very impressive
and exciting digital archive and this was the
ideal opportunity to roll it out before those
who represented the oldest living links to
the school’s not unimpressive past. This
was well received and will, hopefully, flower
into a meaningful legacy for the future.
The present Prior Park is much changed from
the institution we attended and now includes
the Paragon and the exciting venture in
Gibraltar. It will be a few years yet before
their alumni and those of the post-Christian
Brothers’ regime reach the age of 60, so until
then this event represents an opportunity for
the old to unite in support of the new.
For those who are of that age, or getting very
near to it, can I urge you to make an effort
and come to the next one on 7 October this
year? You can join us on the Mansion steps
and once more look out over the magnificent
vista that, whether you loved your time at
Prior or hated every minute of it, remains one
of the most glorious views in England – a view
that you can, once more, reclaim as your own.

Veteran’s Lunch this year will be held on Saturday 7 October, starting at 11.30am.
Tickets, costing £25, can be booked online at www.thepriorcommunity.co.uk
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All The Gossip

1940 - 1959
- Richard Hudson (1944), pictured below, visited
College in May 2017 with his son Richard Jnr.
Richard Snr remembers St. Pauls being bombed and
the Academy Hall temporarily being turned into a
dormitory. He was great friends with Cormac and
Pat Murphy-O’Connor and is delighted to hear their
nephew is now headmaster.

- In the photo below, Michael Hamerton (1949)
explains that Phil Zammit in glasses at the back looks
so tall in this photo because he is standing on Mike’s
shoulders!

- Brian Auty (1951) has written about life at the
school where he “spent many happy years” as a
boarder. His father had intended to send him to
Ampleforth but he didn’t want to be so far from home.
The choice was Downside or Prior Park. Brian says
he chose Prior because his friend Gerald Walker was
already there. “For many years I was in the school
choir,” he writes, “and in 1999 my youngest daughter
Rebecca was in the choir that toured Italy and sang
in the Vatican.” Pictured below, Brian and his wife
Margaret were married in the school chapel in 1970,
with best friend and classmate Bernard Kelly as best
man. Peter Cunningham Davies was an usher. The
photo shows the wedding party on the Mansion steps.

- Sadly, Brian’s younger brother, James Auty (1955)
died in 2015. Brian and James’ widow, Nadira, buried
his ashes in the school grounds close to the statue
of the Blessed Virgin. An oak has been planted, in
accordance with his wishes, down in the valley and
two benches donated in his name. A concert was
organised in his memory at Peterborough.
- At the concert Anthony Watts (1959) gave Nadira
a copy of an article which Jim had written (about
student life at Cambridge) in the unofficial school
magazine, Priority, which Tony edited in the late
1950s. Anthony has subsequently donated his copies
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of Priority which are being added to the digital archive
site summer 2017.
- Colin Hughes (1951), visited College in March. He
had not been back for years. His brother, Christopher,
is now living in Pickering. Their parents were tenant
farmers in Hungerford, and Colin had been a farmer
until 1984. He then worked as a courier, travelling
all over the world. He would be interested in coming
back to the Veteran’s Lunch and catching up with any
contemporaries. (Pictured below)

- John Marenghi (1951), in the centre of the photo
below, visited in November 2016 with two work
colleagues. He is still in touch with many of his school
friends including Mike Savage and Mario Marelli.
John’s brother Michael attended Cricklade but not
College.

- Michael O’Keeffe (1951) and his wife Lita visited
College in July 2016, reminiscing about Brothers
O’Connell and Monahan, whom he greatly admired.
This was his first return to College in 65 years. (Below)

- Pictured below, Paul Taft (1955) visited Cricklade
in June 2017, he enjoyed the chance to have a look
around which brought back “many good memories”.

- Mich Mitchell (1956) visited with his American
cousins, pictured below. He is a very active member
of the Saint Vincent de Paul Society in Alsager, Chesire,
where he lives. Mich joined the SVP 20 years ago and
in those days he was caring for people who were much
older than him. Nowadays many are younger than
him. He is also busy with The Catenians Plus, five
grandchildren and then there is always the garden. His
granddaughter, Grace, is a great cricketer, who at nine
years of age was selected to play for Cheshire County
ladies under 13’s. Her brother, who Mich says did a lot
to develop her, plays for Cheshire South.

- Trevor Ibbitt (1956) and his brother Laurence
(Laurie) visited Cricklade last September. Laurie lives
in South Africa and Trevor in Swindon. His twin lives in
Canada.

1960 - 1969
- Roland Mazery (1960) met up with Malcolm Bond
(1995) and James Burwell (2017) on the South African
sports tour, the photo below shows Roland with James.

- Terence Shrimpton (1951) visited with his wife and
two daughters, having not been back to College since
leaving school. He started at the tender age of seven
with his big brother, Paul. After school, Terry decided
on a life of adventure and went off to South Africa,
where he worked in the mines. He married and bought
up his family there. The whole family, except one son,
have now moved back to the UK. Terry is seen below
with Martin Knights, St. Paul’s housemaster, along
with him in his prime hockey days.

- Christopher de Souza (1960) visited with his
brother Phil (1962) and Phil’s grandson Alex, who
were over from Canada in March. Chris is still teaching
classics and composing and conducting music.
- Jeremy Babington (1961) visited with Ian Haddon
(1962) in October last year when over from Australia
to see his brother Timothy (1955), who had been very
ill. Tim sadly passed away in February (obituary page
35). Jerry went to Australia in 1965 to see another
brother Christopher (1959) and never came back. It is
at least 20 years since his last visit to College. Ian and
Peter Haddon, great friends of the family, had hosted
the visit. Ian supplied a 1960 shooting photo, which

is a category of sporting photos we didn’t even know
were missing. (Pictured below)

- Ernest (Jack) Wells (1961) visited College in
November 2016 from the USA with his wife, Heidi,
and nephew, Liam. Pictured below, they met with the
headmaster and had a lovely chat about the projects
the school is undertaking at present.

- Peter Hilton (1962) attended the Old Boys’ Cricket
match with contemporary Wilfrid de Freitas (1962)
and Wilfrid’s wife Suzanne and they went for a tour of
the college together. Wilfred donated two Prior Park
medals that had been awarded to his uncles (Arthur
and Wilfrid) during their time at the college.
- Gerard Lidgey (1964) is in ill health and has now
moved into a nursing home in Gosport. Please contact
the PPA office if you would like to get in touch.
- Christopher Lennon (1964) writes from Kabul to
correct the impression given in our last edition that
he now works for the government. He does not. He
is head of claims with the Insurance Corporation of
Afghanistan and his former CEO, Syed Sadat Mansoor
Naderi, is nowadays the Minister for Housing and
Urban Development, which may explain the
misunderstanding. Chris lives with two other expats
in a well-fortified house, with a live-in guard and a
dog called Miss Perky. He travels everywhere in an
armoured Toyota Land Cruiser. They are not allowed,
nowadays, to go walkabout in town, climb hills,
explore old forts or visit attractions such as the Bagh
Babur or Lake Qarga. He writes: “I still have not set
eyes on Jalalabad or the Khyber Pass - just a bus ride
away - or even Bamyan and the giant Buddha niches”.
He came back to the UK last Christmas to spend time
with his family, including two granddaughters.
- Geoff Ferreira (1964) popped in on his way to a
weekend with family. Knowing his passion for all
things PPC, a friend who recently found a book with
PPC etched in gold on the front cover gave it to Geoff
and he, in turn, gave it to us. This led to a piece of
detective work on the original recipient, Cyril Welman
(1891), who was awarded the book for English in 1891.
- Pictured at the top of the next column, Andrew
Cross (1965) came with his partner Mary, friend
Sheila and grandson Jack in August 2016. Andrew
only attended College for one year but it had a lasting
impact on him - a good one. He is an adventurer who
has sailed around the world and now divides his time
between the UK and Cape Town.

- Patrick Doyle (1965), pictured below, visited with
his wife Heather and her brother Brian. Patrick loved
sport and sent us archive photos of years we didn’t
already have. He had fond memories of playing the
organ in the chapel with Peter Broadbent and Wilfrid
de Freitas. He reminisced about the first week of his
life here when he was put on detention. Never again
were his words and, according to him, he lived by them.

- David (Dai) Bennett (1966) visited College in
January with his wife. Having been married in the
chapel, they enjoyed having a look around.
- James Forsyth (1967) visited College having spent
a delightful morning in Bath on a guided tour with a
friend who runs the Georgian Architectural Society in
London. He was fascinated by the work being done
around the Second World War memorial and offered
to help us with our First World War research.
- Pictured below, Terry Burke (1967) had an old friend,
Richard Holden (1967), visit him in the USA. They
were prefects together. They had a great catch up
on old days.

- Pictured below, Julian Roberts (1968) came to
watch the cricket last month with his wife. They joined
Peter Hilton (1962) and Wilfrid de Freitas (1962) on
a tour of the school. They all enjoyed heading up to
St Peter’s to visit their old dormitory.

participation is that no one mention the name Trump
or discuss grand-children. Meanwhile, he is in the
process of completing a book of drawings and poetry
about a town on Long Island.
- Michael Maher (1968) visited the school in
November 2016 with his daughter, who is studying
in Bristol. They joined the class of 1976 who were
being shown around College before their reunion
dinner. Some of them knew him and his brother, which
made it a very jolly affair.
- Kieran Shaw (1968) had plans to retire this year
but these were knocked back when his property in
the mountains outside Wellington, New Zealand, got
hit by 243mm of rain in eight hours. A flash flood
engulfed the estate. The buildings were damaged and
they lost cars, furniture and much of their possessions,
including Kieran’s extensive musical collection and his
‘71 Stratocaster. Kieran and his wife were out walking,
having moved the horses to an upper paddock the
previous day. All survived unscathed, as did the cat
and dog. Not so lucky were the poultry, goats and
sheep, which were all killed. They are now “embroiled
in debate with the insurance company”. To add to
their woes, their son Robbie was recently put into
intensive care with suspected meningitis. It turned
out to be leptospirosis that he most likely caught
from a dead whale carcass he was burying a few
days earlier. He has now nearly recovered. For all that,
Kieran reports that they are all in good spirits and he
is more determined than ever to scale back his work
commitments sooner rather than later.
- Simon Beck (1969), right,
travelled to Burma earlier this
year to visit the Commonwealth
War Graves Cemetery at
Taukkyan, near Yangon. There
he found the last resting place
of Prior alumnus Major James
Douglas Williams (1935). (See story on page 10)
- Philip Sales (1969) and his fiancé Barry (Barbara)
visited College in September 2016, pictured below. He
currently works as a volunteer fundraiser for the Napa
Valley bike trail and has raised in excess of $10million
for the project. He spoke to the headmaster about how
the BSUF scheme enables American donors make their
donations more cost efficient. Barry, a photographer
and artist, was on the trail of her grandfather, who was
a part of the American impressionist movement. She
intends to write a screenplay of his life.

1970 - 1979
- Peter Rippon (1968) tells us that he is riding his
bicycle with 15 other certifiables from LA to Sante
Fe in May, via the Rockies and the Mojave Desert
(and every pub in between!) The only condition for

- Brian O’Brien (1970) visited with his wife Anne
Marie in September 2016. They toured the chapel
and Bury Sports Centre. He was impressed with
the notice-boards in the house of the daily routine,
including advice on how to get the rest, exercise etc.
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that is required for a healthy body and mind. Pictured
below, they are seen with Tony Bury (1970), right.

- Pictured below, left, Will J Lee (1970) attended
Speech Day this July with Terry Ilott (1968). He then
viewed the art and photography exhibition which is
now located at the top of St Peters (in what would
have been the dorm).

- Simon Howell (1970) visited with a friend from
Spain last August. He told of a time-capsule in the
wall in the Sixth Form Centre work-room, buried in
1938 behind the wood panelling.
- James (Damian) Hull (1971), pictured below, came
via Cricklade on 17 July with his wife Martina. Damian
has fond memories of his time at Cricklade and at
Prior. With his parents stationed around the world,
he felt he had a home here. When he left school, he
joined his parents, who had left the services and set
up their own dance school in Germany. In this they
were possibly influenced by his aunt - the dancing
legend, Peggy Spencer - who was one of the hostesses
of BBC’s Come Dancing. This was his first trip back
to College since 1969 and when we walked past old
photos in the Bury Sports Centre, he shouted out in
joy when he recognised the friendly face of Kevin Ilott
(1971), who was “not only a great sportsman, but a
really nice chap”, according to Damian. We can inform
Damian that Kevin and his wife Sarah have now retired
to Minehead in Somerset.

- Kevin Smyth (1971) has reconnected through the
archive site and writes: “I did indeed spend many
happy and informative years at Prior Park, especially
enjoying my rugby and athletics. After I left, I gained
a BSc in industrial management at Bradford University,
where I met my dear wife. We have now been married
for 43 years, having had three lovely daughters and
five super grandchildren.”
- Luiz Souza (1973) wrote in to say that in the early
seventies there were four Hong Kong boys of mixed
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parentage at Prior Park - Brian Wake, Manuel da
Silva, Luiz’s brother Albert and himself. Luiz attended
Loughborough University and after graduating
qualified as a chartered accountant in Liverpool. He
lived there until 1984 when he returned to Hong Kong
with one of the Big Four accounting firms. During the
nineties, he was the CFO and later CEO of a European
car import and distribution business in Hong Kong
and China. This was followed by forays into private
equity and project-financing ventures in the Far
East. More recently, he has been devoting his time
to two unfulfilled passions: landscape and wildlife
photography, and playing guitar in a rock/R&B band.
Pictured below, Luiz and his wife Sally visited the
College in February.

- Pierre de Brisis (1974) came back to College for the
first time since leaving in 1974 with his 16 year old
daughter (pictured below). Norwegian Pierre worked
for ten years in the Ministry of Agriculture, then 22
years in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. He is presently
working in the Royal Norwegian Embassy, Nigeria, as
the second secretary. His brief stay at Prior, only one
year, was enhanced by a friendship he struck with
another overseas student, Jean-Pascal Orcel, with
whom he remains in contact to this day.

- Burke Anderson (1977) took 40 years to return
to College. Now an architect living and working in
Spain, he came back to see his son graduate from
Bristol University this summer. Still in contact with
some Prior friends, he promises to encourage more
of them to come back for a tour around the site. He
sent this photo (below) of Jim Harries, Dave Beavan
and himself in Granada in January this year. They went
over to attend a photographic exhibition and talk he
gave on the lost books of Islamic Spain. Burke has
registered for the digital archive and looks forward
to combing through it.

- Mark Williams (1978) is an abstract painter. He
sent in two photographs (below): one of his recent
paintings and one of himself taken from the 1st XI
cricket team photograph of 1975. He enjoys reading
the Prior Park Alumni posts on Facebook and hopes
to pay a visit to Prior sometime soon and have a look
around.

- Pictured below, Jesus (Sito) Balleza (1979) had not
been back to Prior in 40 years until last August. He
lives in the USA with wife Beth and four children. He
has very fond memories, particularly of the eccentric
art teacher Toffee Palmer as well as the Christian
Brothers.
- Pictured below, Charlie Beatson (1974) and his
daughter Jocelyn visited College on what has become
an annual rite of passage for his children. For some, the
Academy Hall has memories of exams/detentions/
prep, for others celebrations/wedding feasts/leavers’
dinner. For Charlie it was the site of music lessons,
and one in particular with Mr Aspinall: a rendition of
Rod Stewart’s “Maggie May” in the summer of 1972.
It would have horrified the Christian Brothers but it
gave liberation and joy to the students.

- Malcolm Hickey (1975) with his wife Judith were
shown around Prior Park Prep School, or ‘Little Prior’
as he affectionately referred to it, by the headmaster’s
PA, Penny Kelly.

Grace Consulting, which provides care advice for
the elderly. He enjoyed seeing the old photographs
in the refectory. He remembered people like John
Palmer and Simon Morgan. He has three children of
university age.
- Jonathan Hale (1981) qualified as an accountant
and swiftly moved into management consultancy
and is now a partner of a large consultancy firm. He
married Deborah soon after university and they will
celebrate their 30th anniversary in October. He has
four grown children - Bethany (now married), Theo,
Madeleine and Freddie. He also has two grandsons,
Arthur (almost three) and baby Eric. They are also in
contact with Mike Rodriguez (best man) and his wife
Susanna (they live in Madrid and have two children
under 12), Tony Marques and John Giacobbi.
- Pictured below, Grant Murdoch (1981) popped into
College in May this year. He offered to come and talk
to students about local government, civil service and
politics. He has a new job in project management.

- Marcus Satchell (1982) is now living in Southend.
He was in Bath with friend Nadim Saliba (1982), who
is still living in Amman. They came to visit College
having not been back since leaving in 1982. He has
great memories of rugby and CCF.
- Nicholas Mumar (1984), pictured below, visited
College with his girlfriend, Petra, for a tour. He was
over from Stockholm, where he is working in a training
business. He loved his time at College. His favourite
teachers were Denis Clarke and Pat McMahon. He
says he not only worked very hard with his studies but
enjoyed the secret life that 15 year-old boys can have
in boarding school. He gave the example of the highest
door by the organ loft that led along a ledge and out
through the window onto the chapel roof where, if
you turn right, you enter into a secret room. It used
to be filled with boxes of photos and files. These of
course were no use to Nick, but what a great place to
chill out unseen.

Reno was taking a short break to visit his wife’s
home in the USA, returning home via the UK. He was
delighted to look at the digital archive site and find an
entry about himself with his classmates in the rugby
team of 1979. (Pictured below)

1990 - 1999

- Pictured below, Christopher Coelho (1986)
arrived on a warm, windy September evening with
his Norwegian photo club, which had organised a
weekend of photographing the delights of the West
Country. He brought them all to his old school, where
they took some stunning photos as the evening
light dipped behind the woods. Ten very excited
Norwegians were then shown the John Wood Chapel
and the Academy Hall to complete their visit.

- Suzannah Angelo-Sparling (1987) had a great time
at Glastonbury in June (pictured below), her first time
ever at the festival. She was volunteering for Water
Aid on the Loo Crew, which involved doing daily sixhour shifts keeping the facilities “clean” and tidy – well
as much as could be achieved given the equipment
and volume of people using them! The great thing
was that after every six-hour shift volunteers got 24
hours off, so there was plenty of time to explore the
whole festival over the five days. It was great fun and
she would recommend it to anyone.

1980 - 1989

- Pictured above, David Nugent (1980) had not
been back to College for 30 years but visited when
in Bath interviewing someone to join his company

- Nicky Horstmann (nee Houghton) (1984) moved
to Hampshire in the summer of 2016 with her two
sons and finally reduced her two-hour commute to
the Royal Yachting Association in Hamble. She hopes
to spend more time sailing this summer.
- Reno Aprile (1985) and his son, Reno Junior, came
back for the first time since he left. Now living in
Sydney and running a successful business supplying
defibrillators to public buildings and companies,

- Robert O’Sullivan (1989) lives in Florida. He recently
cycled across the USA with some others for charity,
taking part in the Race Across America.
- Lucille O’Flaherty (1989) left school at 15 and went
straight to work, then moved and studied in Tasmania.
She is still living there, working on the first Australian
dementia village. She had previously worked in child
protection services. Lucille was one of the first girls
at Prior, joining in the fifth form. Pictured at the top of
the next column, she visited College with friend Gay
Lemon. Lucille is seen on the right.

- Marc Demarquette (1991) head chocolatier
and owner of Demarquette tells us that they are
celebrating their tenth anniversary in business. He
says innovative designs keep them competitive:
“You need to give value for money, but you need to
be creative. You’ve got to create something you
know the supermarkets can’t replicate.” He admits
to “constantly nibbling away” while working. “Even
when you have a bad day, you have a little nibble and
think, actually it’s not that bad.”
- Claire Monk (nee Powell) (1992) came into view
College as a potential parent. Where did those 25
years go?
- David Gibney (1992) completed the London
marathon this year in aid of Children with Cancer.
Below he is running serenely over Tower Bridge. It was
David’s first marathon and he finished bang on four
hours, raising over £1,100 in the process. He would
recommend London to anyone and will run it again
if he can get in.

- James Chippedale (1993) has moved to Bartonle-Clay, Bedfordshire, with his wife Kate, to become
general manager of the Bedford Brewers Fayre
restaurant and hotel. He hopes to visit school again
soon.
- Pictured right, James
Tsao (1993), his wife
Renee and their two
beautiful daughters were
visiting from Hong Kong.
This was the girls’ first
time in the UK and James
wanted to show them his old school. They had great
fun looking for daddy in the school photos. James
works for a German software company in HK and still
keeps in contact with Prior friends.
- Suzanne Witt (nee Mills) (1993) tells us that, having
moved back to the Bath area with her husband James
and three children in August 2016, she is throwing
herself into the alumni life. She has two children at
the Paragon.
- Harriet Fletcher (nee Blakey) (1993), who by
profession is a solicitor specialising in pension law, is
happy tackling life in Hertfordshire with Poppy (10),
Katie and Evie (8) and her husband Matt. Jo Bleakley
(nee Hancock) is still in Bath, as are two of her three
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brothers: Pete (2001), who has just celebrated the
birth of his new baby son, Zach, with his wife, Zoe; and
Chris (1997), married to Katie Morgan (1998) with
whom he has two children. Third brother Dan (1994)
is on a year secondment with Audley Travel in SE Asia
checking out potential hotels, restaurants and special
destinations. He is due to return to Bath in September.
Jo is working at two local primary schools. Her two
children are now at secondary schools. Harriet and
Jo pictured below.

- Vincent Mehers (1994) wrote to tell of a new
organisation, Rhino Art - Let Our Children’s Voices
be Heard, which is trying to prevent the horrendous
slaughter of rhinos in the wild through a project
focusing on educating children and students. They
want to reach one million kids; so far they have
reached about 350,000 in Africa and Asia. This may
be something of interest for some of the younger
students at Prior. For more information go to shoutout.
wix.com/so/bLjk_Pxv.
- Matthew Burke (1994) is head of St Martha’s
School (and fellow CISC school) in Chipping Barnet,
around the corner from PPA president, Terry Ilott.
Matt visited College with his director of sport, Sophie
Wilkins. They are looking to develop a Sports Centre
of their own and came to see the Bury Sports Centre.
- Alexandre Odier (1995) says that it’s has been
almost a year since he and his wife moved to Montreal
from Seattle. They are really enjoying life in Quebec.
Alex is currently working for one of the best chefs in
the world (Jerome Ferrer) as his business development
manager. They have two daughters, Gabrielle (5) and
Valentine (3), keeping them very busy. Alex can’t wait
to take them to PPC.
- Sally Barker (nee Price) (1995) came to look as a
prospective parent, for her son Henry.
- Gabrielle Willisko (nee Cave) (1995) wrote to
say how proud she was of her team at Beaumont
Physiotherapy & Sports Injury Clinic, Alberta, Canada,
which won Business of the Year 2016 from the local
Chamber of Commerce.
- Pictured below, Abigil Lynch-Staunton (nee Walsh)
(1995) paid a whirlwind visit with her family in April to
show her delightful twins, Sebastian and Maria, where
their parents got married. Maria stole the show in the
chapel with a rendition of Alleluia; quite the talent at
just six years-old. Abi’s favourite place in the college
was in the choir loft, singing her heart out.
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- Bruce Walcroft (1995) performed in a musical in
Frome in June. It was a 24-hour production to raise
money for the Merlin Theatre. 24-hour production, he
explained, meant that the performers did not meet
until 24 hours before the first show. Bruce says it was
absolutely nuts, but it was a great challenge and a
fantastic cast.
- Rachael Hunter Gwynne (1996) tells us that she is
completing the 24-hour Three Peaks Challenge (Ben
Nevis, Scafell Pike and Snowdon) to support MIND,
the charity that endeavours to ensure nobody has to
suffer mental health problems alone.
- Benedict Please (1997) drew
our attention to a review that
The Bookshop Band’s album
(artwork right) had received
from Roots magazine. It said:
“Intelligent, charming and
utterly unique, The Bookshop
Band are a quintessentially English institution who
skilfully combine the storytelling impulses of folk
music with the melodic hooks of classic pop and the
harmonic discipline of popular classical”.
- Pictured below, Stephen Strelczak (1998) made
a surprise visit with his girlfriend Kay. He told lovely
stories of Gary Sweeting and listening to his sweet
baritone in the chapel. It was Gary who inspired
Stephen to sing and Richard Wells who encouraged
him to be anyone he wanted to be on the stage. When
he had his chance as Jesus Christ in Superstar he leapt
at it. It was, he said, an amazing production staged in
the Victorian Ball Court with a big top put up in the
central area.

- Pictured below, Richard Heath (1999) was in Bath
for his mother’s birthday and visited College while
she and his sister, Georgie, were in the Spa. He hadn’t
been back for 16 or 17 years and was interested in
seeing the chapel and the Bury Sports Centre. He also
visited the maths corridor and the Round Room. He
was very thankful for Tom Simon’s encouragement
which, he said, helped him achieve his current career
success. He also mentioned Mr Shinkwin who helped
him get an A* in Latin, Mr Tatham, who taught
theology, and Mr Jones, history teacher. He also had
fond memories of Vaughan Jelley and John Bogie at
Cricklade. Richard has a two year-old daughter and
another child on the way.

2000 - 2009
- Geoffrey Chang (2000) had a walk around College
in July 2016 with his friend from New York, enjoying
the architectural and historic features. (Pictured
below)

- Bridget Symonds (2000) now works as a
domestic abuse service manager for RISE, which
works alongside the criminal justice sector as well
as councils and other organisations in running
behavioural programmes for perpetrators of domestic
abuse and also provides support to victims.
- Melissa Williamson (2000) was due to have a baby
early in the year and was moving house at the same
time. Good luck with that.
- Pictured below, Gabriel Vick (2000) performed
in the play Promises Promises at the Southwark
Playhouse in February. This was the first time in
twenty years that the play, based on the Billy Wilder
movie from 1960, had been performed on a London
stage.

- James Wheeler (2001) helped rescue 15 miners
trapped underground in Tanzania in January. Country
manager for Borassus Ltd, Jimmy was working at the
Nyaragusu Gold Processing Facility when the call
came to assist the trapped men at the nearby RZT
mine. 33-year old Jimmy and 26-year-old Nyarugusu
mine director Ludo de Ferranti directed the rescue of
the men, who were trapped 34m below the surface.
Jimmy and Ludo made the critical decisions about
where to drill and dig so as to avoid causing the
tunnel to collapse or flood. All the trapped miners
were brought out safely. According to Jimmy, there
are no emergency response teams in Tanzania but in
that part of the country there are frequent collapses
and fatal accidents, especially in small, unlicensed,
illegal mines. After Prior, Jimmy, who speaks French,
German and Swahili, studied international business,
finance and economics at Swansea. Pictured below
with his team, he worked for some years in the mining
and minerals industry in Australia.

- Sophie White (nee Shaw) (2001) ran the 2017
London Marathon.
- Benedict Davies (2001) played ‘Sharky’ in the
Seafarer at the Manama Theatre Club in Bahrain. The
Editor of Gulf Weekly wrote in his review that it was
“a great craic with mightily memorable performances
by the complete cast”.
- Michael Burton (2001), husband of teacher and
alumna Izzie Burton (2005), was guest speaker to the
CCF contingent dinner in November 2016.
- Congratulations to Edward Hobern (2001) on the
arrival of Matilda in November 2016.
- Timothy (Dan) Richards (2001) came with his
American friends to show them the school and kindly
offered to talk to students about creative writing.
Dan is a published author.
- Maya Corry (2002) helped curate the Madonna
and Miracles exhibition at the Fitzwilliam Museum
in Cambridge. She also wrote the accompanying
catalogue.
- Pictured right, Gemma
Vaughan (nee Perkins)
(2002) raised over £1,200
for a charity that supports
families with children
who have special needs
when she completed the
2017 London Marathon. A massive accomplishment
considering that, according to her, a few years ago she
couldn’t even run a mile.
- Pok Yin (Simon) Cheng (2004), below, visited
College in November 2016 to take pre-wedding
photos with his bride before going on to Paris for the
next photo shoot.

- Habibiana Herron (2004). Bibi, founder of the Bibi
Herron brand, designer and producer of luxury scarves
and other interior design and fashion accessories,
came to talk at the Entrepreneurship Week sixthform presentations last November. She claimed to
be quaking with nerves but you wouldn’t have known
it. Her diminutive figure stood tall on the stage as she
gave the audience the benefit of her experience. Bibi,
a pocket rocket of energy, is on a roll, with celebrity
endorsements and front covers of top magazines.
Selling online and in shops locally in Bath, she is just
about to launch a range of velvet cushions to add to
her silk scarves and handkerchiefs. Bibi pictured below
second in from the right.

- Sophia Friedrich (2004)
and her fiancé David Percy
visited College with Bibi
Herron prior to their wedding
this August. Although David
had agreed to get married at
Prior, this was his first visit.
He was not disappointed. The photo shows Sophia
and Bibi together with Molly the spaniel.
- Pictured below, Sebastian (Bass) Price (2004)
asked to visit College last November while setting up
for an event at Wessex Water along the road at the
top of Brassknocker Hill. He is still great friends with
Olly Parsons and is coming back for Sophia Friedrich’s
wedding. After his tour of College he had supper with
Bibi Herron. Presently working as a development chef
and having worked with a number of great chefs in
the past, he is now working in a job with more regular
hours. He is passionate about cooking and about
teaching people the life skills required to eat healthily.
At College, he met Dave Langley (Director of Drama),
who remembered Sebastian as someone with quiet
assurance and a good group of friends.

brands/products/services, while developing a few of
our own products/projects as well. One of my current
projects is a Seoul exhibition of the Bodleian libraries
collections. It’s a totally new learning curve organising
an exhibition, especially when exhibits include Magna
Carta, Shakespeare’s First Folio, Tolkien’s map of the
Middle Earth, etc., but that too has been good fun.
If the project goes well, I’ll be back in England late
October so hopefully will pay Prior a visit then.”
- Pictured below, Wilfred Leung (2006) returned
to the college with his parents and brother this July.
He has been teaching biology and the liberal arts in
Hong Kong for the last few years and credits much of
his interest to Kate Trott’s biology lessons.

- Hannah Forshaw (2006) is engaged. Her fiancé
asked her to marry him by producing a book with a
ring in it for her.

- Toby Nowlan (2005) who came to College last year
to talk to the Headmasters Academic Society, was
spotted on BBC’s Planet Earth 2, doing a jazz hands
impression of herding locusts into the cameraman’s
field of vision on Planet Diaries at the end of the
programme.
- Marcus Arundell (2006) ran the Bath Half
marathon to raise money for the Children’s Hospice
South West.
- Flora Blathwayt (2005) wrote to share the news
that she had won an award for her new festival.
Pictured below: Samphire festival co-founders Flora
Blathwayt and Josh Beauchamp were presented
with the Best Small Festival of the Year Award by
Glastonbury founder Micheal Eavis. Photo courtesy
of Somerset County Gazette.

- Laura Eatwell (2006) has got engaged and is
happily planning an October wedding.
- Shin Woo Kang (2006) writes from Seoul: “I
finished my military service in 2014 (ended up
working in the National Security Office in the Korean
President’s Office - needless to say, an interesting
gig) and have since been working to start a creative
agency. We offer consulting/partnership services
to Korean SMEs that are trying to launch their own

- Pictured below, Joseph Janiak (2006) was awarded
a gold disc for writing songs for Brittany Spears and
Ellie Golding, amongst others.

- Hoi Ki (Candy) Au (2007) is currently singing in a
production under John Rutter’s baton, which reminds
her of first being introduced to Rutter’s songs whilst
singing in Prior’s chamber choir under Mr Robertson.
- Thomas Castley (2007) wrote to ask whether
anyone still had any mugs or place mats decorated
with drawings of the school. His grandmother had
done the original drawings and, following her death
earlier this year, he would like a set as a keepsake.
- Harry Lister Smith (2007) was spotted in January
appearing in Silent Witness in a major role as the
baddie, Michael Maitland.
- Caspian Johnson (2007) visited College in June to
talk to the Lower Sixth. After finishing his degree in
zoology he did chimpanzee research in Tanzania and
collected data for his PhD. He came home to look for
a conservation job in the UK but, nothing to be found,
he travelled to Indonesia and landed a job on the
island of Sulawesi. This is the third most bio-diverse
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region in the world. He works for Selamatkan Yaki,
dedicated to saving the black macaque which is now
critically endangered. (Pictured below)

- Pictured below, Natasha Taraskevics (2007) and
Clemency Calkin (2009) came in to talk to the sixthform about TEDEX talks and how they could obtain
the maximum benefit from attending. Clemmie and
Natasha enjoyed a short tour and particularly liked
the art room. After Prior, Clemmie went to art school,
which was quite unusual in her time. Both were
thoroughly impressed with the facilities.

- Henrietta Hobbs (2008) made her debut in The
Phantom of the Opera in the West End last September,
enabling Roland Robertson, director of music, to say
that “years of hard work, determination and belief has
paid off”. Hettie previously appeared in The Marriage
of Figaro, My Fair Lady, Kiss Me Kate and Godspell.
- Daniel Billig (2009) is currently working in the
markets department for commercial property firm JLL
in Hong Kong. While training for his RICS in his spare
time, Dan is helping a wide variety of clients navigate
HK’s tricky and competitive real estate market. He’s
planning an event in Central to get PPC’s HK alumni
together and he is very keen to establish an ongoing
alumni network. If you’re interested e-mail him at
daniel.billig@ap.jll.com.
- Caroline (Rosie) Pinches (2009) popped into
College to show a friend the view in July. She is now
nursing but is still trying to find time to keep up her
passion for music, especially harp. Rosie says she
will try to come back for the alumni choir event in
December.
- Laura Sexton (2009) attempted the National
Three Peaks Challenge in June to raise money for the
Lymphoma Association. Towards the end of 2015,
Laura was diagnosed with Hodgkin’s Lymphoma
and started six months of chemotherapy. The LA
is an amazing charity which helped not only Laura
but her whole family come to terms with the
diagnosis, translating medical jargon into something
comprehensible and providing endless amounts of
support and useful information. Lymphomas are the
most common group of cancers in teenagers and
young adults (15-24 years old) and the third most
common group of cancers in childhood (0-14 years
old) after leukaemia and brain tumours. Laura wants
to help the association continue their wonderful work.
www.lymphomas.org.uk
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- Pictured below, Isabella Turner (2009) sang in a recreation of Prince’s band The Revolution, while music
graduate Louis Archer (2011) played the sax. Written
and directed by Izzie’s mother, Marion Milne, “The
Prince Story, Icon, Genius, Slave” aired on Channel
5 April 2017. Izzie is now doing an MA in theatre
directing at Birkbeck College, London, having studied
drama at Bristol and then worked in television as a
researcher. She also sings, writes music and performs
at open mic nights in London.

2010 - 2017
- Jessica Narey (2010) visited when home from
Bahrain with her fiancé, who works in energy in Saudi
Arabia, in April. They were looking for a wedding
venue.
- Eleanor (Nell) Byron (2010) ran the Paris marathon
in April to raise money for Make-A-Wish Foundation
UK, helping to make kids’ dreams reality.
- Pictured below, Emilie Milton-Stevens (2010) came
in to talk to Form 4 about their career choices. She
confessed that for a long time she knew only what she
didn’t want to do. For example, she didn’t want to be a
doctor. It wasn’t until she started economics with Mrs
Judith Eatwell that she knew what she really did want
to do. She studied economics at Manchester. Having
worked in Singapore and Shanghai, Emilie came back
to the UK and worked in London for Brand Finance.
She is currently working with another alumna, Tish
Bullman (2010), at Check Risk in Bristol.

- Joel Grainger (2010) expresses gratitude to Prior
Park music department. He has had an interesting
year playing violin on tour with the singer Birdy.
They went to fifteen venues across America, from
Boston to Hollywood. Then to Stockholm to support
Coldplay at the Friends’ Arena. Afterwards they
performed at seven venues in the Far East, including
Japan and China. Joel also keeps busy playing solo
violin at various corporate events, and supported the
comedian Omid Djalili at the Apollo, Hammersmith.
He was married to Layla Foroughi in September 2015.

- Ivan Bashkirov (2010), pictured below, having
studied in Edinburgh, went back to Russia to teach
music and English for a while. He got married at
the end of January to Signe and they have moved
to Bristol, hopefully to find employment in software
development within the music industry.

- Yasmin Süß (2010) visited with her boyfriend on
the way to Cardiff to watch a football match last
October. She is now working in Germany and studying
for her masters in finance, having already completed
her degree in business studies and finance. The photo
below shows her looking at the school photos on the
refectory walls.

- Pictured below, Archie Pearson (2010) and his
brothers Alexander and Hamish (2013) ran the
Palestine Marathon as volunteers for the Energy
For Aid group (EFA). The organisation is an
official donor to the Palestinian Hydrology Group
(PHG), which is striving to promote the role of
women and civil societies in water management
and sanitation. To make a donation please go to
www.justgiving.com/crowdfunding/energyforaid

- Henry Ager (2011), on completion of his classics
degree at Brasenose College, Oxford, in the summer of
2016, was awarded the Arnold Prize for best student in
ancient history across the entire Oxford finals cohort.
- William Cavaliero (2011) reports that since
leaving Prior he has travelled extensively through
South America with fellow alumni Paddy Cronin and
Luka Taraskevics. After graduating from Newcastle
University in 2015, he finally landed a job on the
graduate programme at electric car maker Tesla. He
hopes to move to the solar roof and energy side once
the opportunity arises.
- Marie-Louise Kertzman (2011) says that two years
ago a 30-minute run without a break would have
been impossible for her. Yet, with financial support
from PPC, she represented GB in the duathlon at
the European championships, coming third. She will

compete again this year in Ibiza. Without Prior’s help,
she says, she would never have known how much she
is capable of. (Pictured below)

- Archie Smith (2011) released a music video with
other Prior alumni last December. Harry Lister Smith,
Millie Smith, Kitty Cameron, Helena Constable
Maxwell and George Hyde were all in the choir that
Archie put together for the video.
- Elliott McLean (2011) returned to Australia to
finish years 11 and 12 in boarding school in Canberra.
He’s now in his final year studying for an engineering
degree at the Australian National University. Recently
he became a keen snowboarder and has a trip planned
to hit the slopes in Queenstown, New Zealand, in
September. He is still trying to find the time and
money to plan a trip back to England.
- William Matthews (2011) moved to Sydney in
September 2014 and has recently started a new job
with a stock-broking company. He played hockey
during his first year in Australia and ran in both the
City to Surf and the JP Morgan Corporate Challenge.
Having now fallen in with a crowd of Irish expats he
is being tempted back to rugby.
- Conor McLaughlin and Joe McWilliams (2011)
visited College and caught up with St Paul’s
housemaster Martin Knights back in February.
- Georgia Thompson (2012) graduated in 2015 with
a degree in hotel management and is now half-way
through an MSc in human resource management and
consulting at the University of Bath. Georgia obtained
her degree through a hotel school, so worked in every
department of a 4-star hotel for two years, which, she
says, was gruelling. She then managed a pub for a
year, which offered no let up. She says the MSc is
academically tough, but in comparison to her first
degree it’s practically a holiday. Georgia is not sure
career-wise yet, but would like to do something
towards improving the conditions and treatment of
employees in the hospitality industry.
- Aidan McLaughlin (2012) was working as a writer
for Monocle Magazine in London. Since then, he
has moved to New York, and is currently working
as a reporter for the New York Daily News. He has
applied to do an MSc in social sciences of the internet.
He wants to research the ways in which political
journalism can adapt to changes in new media and
thrive in the internet era.
- Alexander Bystrov (2012) is now taking an MPhil
in management, which, he says, is basically a mini
MBA. He plans to go back to Russia after he finishes.
- Ben Eyre (2012) visited College with his girlfriend.
He is currently setting up his own photography
business.
- Christopher Sutton (2012) finished his degree
in audio and recording technology and is currently
working in Canada as a ski instructor. He is loving life
and doing well.

- Kirstin Ryder (2012) is getting married at Prior soon
and she returned with her fiancé, sister Megan (2016),
parents and the American side of the family to show
them the wedding venue.
- Natalie Anderson (2012), visiting family in Bath,
decided to come back and catch up with her sixthform tutor, Laura Young. Natalie is now working in
London with FTI Consulting and studying for her
accountancy and taxation exams. She still sees PPA
friends in London and attended her year’s summer
reunion. She is seen below with Laura Young.

- Eunice Wong (2012) returned to College with her
boyfriend and his parents from Belgium. Eunice is now
working in London as a forensic scientist. She was
delighted to see that her “notes for sacristans” was
still up in the office and she enjoyed catching up with
her housemistress, now Mrs Devine but constantly
referred to as Miss Edgell. (Pictured below)

- Tara Mullally (2013) popped in briefly to catch up
with teachers to say thank you for helping her on her
educational path to achieve a first in theology from
Edinburgh. Her cousin is still at PPC so she has plenty
of opportunity to stay involved.
- Alice Ollendorff (2013) graduated from Newcastle
University in 2016 having studied politics. She set
off to South America backpacking for five months in
April and when she’s back she’ll be moving to London
to start her masters.
- Rachel Arnold (2013) successfully qualified in June
2016 and is now a Merchant Navy deck officer. The
picture below is from her passing out ceremony, all
suited and booted. She has offered to come in and talk
to students about life on the open sea.

- Megan Osborne (2013) has interned at Oneworld
Publishing, Granta Books and Chicken House Books.
Unfortunately, she says, the nature of publishing
is that employers seem to expect plenty of work
experience before they will offer a first, full-time job.

- Connor Baiano (2013) is graduating this year from
the RNCM, and has now won another scholarship, to
London’s Royal Academy of Music. He will take the
MA in Performance programme, a two-year course
commencing in September. Connor hopes then to
earn a place in an opera school for further training. He
recently accepted the combined roles of Truffaldino
and Lackey in the Berlin Opera Academy’s 2017
production of Strauss’ “Ariadne auf Naxos”.
- Robert Clayton (2013) is nearing the end of his
master’s degree in physics, for which he is studying
anti-matter at CERN.
- Pete Laverick (2013), right,
received the best Christmas
present ever: a two-year contract
with the Exeter Chiefs. Pete was
out with an ACL injury for the
first half of this year but recently
returned to the pitch fully fit.
- Anya Boulton (2013) is to produce a musical at
the Edinburgh Fringe Festival. The Inevitable Quiet
of the Crash is written by two Oxford graduates and
explores the lives of three women, each of whom has
a connection to the same man. Details can be found
on the Fringe 2017 website. Anya is now looking for
sponsorship to supplement the grants, loans and
ticket sales that typically make up a Fringe financing
plan. Anya and her team, all Oxford undergraduates,
have put on shows in the past but this is the first
time they have tackled a month-long run. Anya can
be contacted at anyaboulton@gmail.com
- Hattie Seaton (2013) was in the cast of War
Whores performing in its first public run in the
Courtyard Theatre in London. It was an international
production with artists from five different countries.
- Jaroslav (Slavo) Sumbal (2013) finished his
bachelor degree in 2016 and still wants to be a UX
designer. Hence, he has gone on to study for a masters
in UX design at Loughborough, where, he says, he is
very much enjoying his time.
- Hugo Cundy (2013) is great friends with Will
Byron (2013). They came back together to watch the
musical Oliver just before the Easter break. Hugo has
been travelling around the world, working and playing
rugby. He is now coming back to the West Country
to start up a business selling high-quality watches.
- Olivia Matthews (2013) graduated in July 2016
with a first-class degree in primary education from
Roehampton University. She started her first job last
September at Peasdown St John Primary School.
- Tom Sutton (2013) went to Swansea University to do
a BSc in physics with particle physics and cosomology.
He swapped to the MPhys at the end of his first year.
(If he had stayed with the BSc he would have got a
first, which, he says, would probably surprise some of
his PPC teachers.) His masters’ project is on variable
stars. He is loving life in Swansea where he is also
captain of his football team.
- Hamish Pearson (2013) returned to College for the
first time in June 2017. He is about to start his final year
at Edinburgh. He was incredulous at how much had
changed within the houses and the college. Hamish
had a really good catch up with Martin Knights, St
Paul’s housemaster. He is still enjoying his cricket, golf
and sport in general and this year ran the Palestine
marathon with two of his brothers.
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- Markos Murmanov (2013) arrived in November
2016 with his girlfriend Lisa. He has finished his
degree and has now got himself a job with Nespresso
in Bristol, developing new coffees for them. On seeing
Martin Knights it all got a bit emotional (below). He
is very happy to be back in the local area.

- Felix Craft (2014) was working in Chatel, France,
as the executive chef of a five-star chalet when he
contacted College in April. Maison Blanche et Verte,
which was one of the first chalets to achieve a fivestar rating, has a great reputation as a luxury holiday
destination for the likes of Sir Bradley Wiggins and
the royal family of Dubai. Felix was previously based
in Cornwall, working as sous chef at the St Enodoc
Hotel. He has been granted a Canadian visa and
partner Jenny Dinwoodie (2014) has managed to get
into Vancouver University for her year abroad, so they
plan to go out there for a year or so. Surfing is a major
part of Felix’s life and he plans to return to Cornwall
for the long run at some point.
- For her part, Jenny has had an amazing two years
in beautiful Edinburgh studying English literature.
She has managed to keep up her saxophone
playing with the university jazz band and has been
competing on the sailing team at weekends. She is
thinking about trying to get into documentary film
research and production. She has been selected as
one of twenty international applicants to take part
in Firesoul Media’s documentary summer school in
Havana, Cuba. The aim is to achieve her diploma in
documentary-making and to film, produce and edit
her own 8-10 minute documentary.
- Joss Bennett (2014) cycled 220 miles from
Newcastle to Liverpool in April 2017 in aid of cancer
charity, Maggie’s Centres. He cycled through the night
from 11pm till 6pm the next day.
- Huw Parks (2014) was named in the Wales Student
World Cup rugby league squad to play in Australia this
summer. He is currently studying at Cardiff University.
- Aman Agarwal (2014) was back from the USA for
the summer vacations to visit family in June so he
popped into College with his friend to have a quick
look around and bumped straight into Mike Blaikley,
who led tennis coaching during Aman’s time at
College (pictured below). Aman represented Pakistan
at a junior international level but has pulled back a bit
to concentrate on his studies.

- Angelica d’Aloja (2014), having just graduated from
Royal Holloway in economics, is planning a sabbatical
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in Singapore for three months before deciding what
to do next. (Pictured below)

- Anya Matthews (2014) came back to College for
the Careers Fair in June, doing a study skills session
around the application process and interview
techniques.
- Iona McNeile (2014) came in to College in May
to see whether there was any opportunity for work
experience. She is interested in roles in alumni and
development.
- Harriet Rouse (nee Garner) (2014) and her husband,
Alistair, popped back to College to admire the view on
a glorious day, very reminiscent of their wedding day
here last year. Harriet who is studying theology at
Cambridge is great friends with Larissa Obolensky
(2014) who has just graduated from Cambridge with
a first in education with drama and English. Riss was
the recipient of PPA gap-year funding in 2015.
- Below, Thomas Biggar (2015) went to Buckingham
Palace in May to collect his D of E Gold award and
bumped into Tim Constable Maxwell (2016).

- Alexander Butt (2015) had a composition of his
premiered in a film at the Leeds International Film
Festival before Christmas last year. Compost is a
horror/fantasy short film written and directed by
Prior’s own violin teacher, Jamie Hughes. Jamie had
been struck by how professional and polished Alex’s
A-level piece The Moonlit Ocean was. He says it works
perfectly in the context of his film. “It gives Alex a
screen credit very early in his career,” he says. “I’m
sure there will be many more to come.”

- Pictured above, Marina Meyjes (2015) performed
the role of Alice in a dance adaptation of Alice in
Wonderland over the summer of 2016. It was her
second job as a signed dancer with RAE Agency San
Francisco. She spent her gap year working with a
professional dance company. She has since received
acceptances from all the universities that she applied
to in America and decided to accept UCLA for Arabic

and Middle Eastern Studies. LA has many fantastic
opportunities for dancers and she hopes to continue
her dance career while studying there.
- Michael Wilson (2015) came back to attend the
Maths Challenge to support his little brother, Philip
(2018). He was greeted with surprise but delight by
Mike Blaikley and the maths team.
- Yixuan (Cynthia) Zhang (2015) is studying
mathematics at UCL and Kristen is at Birmingham
studying psychology. They came back to College in
March to see the school musical. Musicals at Prior
mean a lot to Cynthia: they provided her with her first
opportunity to be part of a musical crew.
- Eliza Matthews (2016) has no plans yet beyond
travelling but in the meantime she’s playing hockey
for Team Bath Buccs Ladies, alongside team-mate
Naomi Gay (current staff and Paragon alumna), and
still benefitting from the occasional coaching and
umpiring of a certain Mr Hall.
- William Kieser (2016) wrote in May to say that
he was planning to cycle from Bradford-on-Avon to
Vienna to raise money for the White Helmets in Syria.
This money will go to replacing lifesaving equipment
destroyed in bombing attacks, helping the families
of fallen rescue workers, and getting injured white
helmets back on their feet.
- Joshua Greacen (2016) was last year’s winner of
the PPA Music Award. A few months later he was
back judging the Baines Music competition.
- Natalie Acheson (2016) emailed in May to say
that she had been accepted into AMDA, New York,
to study musical theatre for two years.
- Pictured right, Lucinda (Lulu)
Tucker (2016) left Prior to
study at Bath Dance College in
Radstock which enabled her to
audition for London schools. She
was accepted by the Urdang
Academy, Laine Theatre Arts,
Bird College, LIPA, Performers
and Millennium, among others.
She was also offered scholarships. She opted for
Urdang, she says, “as I felt that it would give me the
highest quality training and with a 95% graduation
rate into the industry I couldn’t say no”. She’s studying
for a BA in professional musical theatre and dance
which will enable her to follow another career path
when her performing career concludes. “If it weren’t
for Anna Heighway asking me to stay behind after
a GCSE dance class and telling me that I had the
potential to become a professional dancer, I don’t
know what I’d be doing now,” she says. Lulu took a
dance workshop at her sister’s school, Downside, and
would love to do the same at Prior.
- Finnan Bennett (2016) came in to College with his
father to reclaim his artwork to put together a portfolio
for his university application. He has returned from an
eventful gap year in Asia with Oli Brown.
- Zhiyang (Joseph) Zhong (2016) is in China working
hard for his degree in engineering. In the evenings, he
finds time for reading, workouts, practising his singing
skills and Italian. He says that watching snooker
matches has become a huge distraction; they are so
time-consuming he tries not to watch too much. He
has started to practise mindfulness every day as he
find it help him concentrate on his work.

If you would like to visit, please contact Carole at ppa@thepriorfoundation.com

Captain Neville Edward
Upham
Neville Upham, of Taunton, passed away in July aged
88. After Prior, he was a cadet on the training ship
Worcester at Greenhithe. He was a deck officer with
the Union-Castle Mail Steamship Company in 1944
and gained qualification as master mariner. In the
period 1955-1972 he sailed with the Union-Castle
Mail Steamship Co, Bowater Steamship Co and the
King Line, frequently on voyages to South Africa or
the USA. After a period as port superintendent at
Southampton, Upham left the merchant service and
became first a research assistant and then assistant
keeper in the Department of Ships at the National
Maritime Museum (1975 – 1982). In retirement he
was parish clerk of Nynehead. He was also a Younger
Brother of Trinity House. Neville was loving husband
to Joy for 62 years and brother to Malcolm Upham
(1941) of Buckfast Abbey.

Malcolm
Edmund
Phelps
Malcolm Phelps, sea captain,
delivered a detachment of
Marines to the Falklands on
the eve of the 1982 conflict (from The Times).
Class of 1945

The Royal Research Ship John Biscoe was on a brief
stopover, berthed on the River Plate at Montevideo,
Uruguay, in March 1982 when the call came that
there had been an Argentine invasion on British
territory. Phelps had just finished delivering
essential supplies to scientific bases in Antarctica.
He was ordered to take 40 Royal Marines to Port
Stanley. Phelps and his civilian crew of about 30 were
unarmed, but when their mission became known in
Buenos Aires the Biscoe was reported in Argentine
newspapers to be a “Royal Navy warship”. Phelps,
calmly smoking his habitual black cheroot, steered
his little ship with her unusual military cargo to their
destination. Edmund Malcolm Stuart Phelps was born
in Stafford, West Midlands, and grew up in Torquay,
a member of a family which, the sometimes-taciturn
captain once revealed to his crew, was “the secondoldest theatrical family in the UK”.
A forebear was Samuel Phelps, the 19th-century
Shakespearean actor and theatre director. After his
schooling at Prior, Malcolm went to Warsash nautical
college in Hampshire and from there into the merchant
navy, initially transporting bananas from the Caribbean.
A shy, modest man, he offered himself to the British
Antarctic Survey in 1964 as an able seaman, but his
interviewer, seeing his qualifications, exclaimed: “But
you should be a second officer!” He quickly rose to
chief officer and in 1972 he took command of the
John Biscoe. A fine seaman, he regularly navigated
his red-hulled ship through storms halfway across
the world. His seamanship and weather-eye were not
only vital for preserving the lives of survey researchers
in Antarctic bases such as Rothera, more than 1,100

miles from Stanley, but were also useful to the
Meteorological Office, which honoured him with a
Special Barograph award in May 1986. His command
also made him magistrate for the British Antarctic
Territory. In 1987 Phelps received the Polar Medal and
is distinguished by having Phelps Rock in Antarctica
named after him. Phelps and the RRS John Biscoe
went out of service together on 8th May 1991, arriving
in Grimsby to a grand reception at the end of their
final 28-day voyage from Port Stanley. He made his
home in Brixham, Devon, and there met his partner,
Lynda Calvert. She, with his younger brother Neill (an
actor), survives him. Malcolm Phelps, OBE, mariner,
was born on 16 November 1928. He died on 8 April
2017, aged 88.

Peter Oura

Class of 1947

Peter Leslie Oura, a retired
Gloucestershire vet, died
unexpectedly last August at
the age of 88, still happily
living at home, with an active
social life and many friends.

His daughter recalls that “he often spoke of his time
at Prior Park and always read the school magazine”.
Widower of Auriole and much loved father of Chris,
Kate and Jean, he will be sadly missed by his children,
grandchildren, family and friends.

Michael
Buckley
Michael, known as Mick
who has died at the age of
87, was twice victor ludorum
Class of 1947
on sports days at Prior. He
was captain of rugby and
represented the school in hockey and cricket.
Having graduated from medical school in Cork, he
emigrated to America with his wife Hylda. He was in
general practice in Connecticut until he retired. One of
Prior’s Buckley dynasty, he had five children, Maureen,
Jane, Denis, Michael and Mary.
As well as his family - wife, children, brothers,
grandchildren, nieces, nephews and cousins - he loved
his golf and his patients. He will be sadly missed by
many good friends in Ireland, England and America.

Redmond
Walsh
Redmond Michael Clancy
Walsh of Carnarvon Place,
Newbury, died in June at the
Class of 1954
age of 81. He had been ill for
the previous year. He will be
missed by his children Siobhán, Redmond and Roísín;
son-in-law Nick and daughter-in-law Georgina and
grandchildren Charlie, Fin, Thea and Lorne.

Peter Howard Roe
Howard Roe died last November at the age of 79. On
leaving school, he qualified as a chartered accountant
and went to work for the family firm. He married
Barbara and they had two sons, David and Patrick.
Howard was a devoted husband, father, father-in-law
to Kate and grandfather. He lived in Newport until
the last few years when he and Barbara moved to a
retirement home in York, where they were very happy.

Timothy
Babington
Brother Jerry writes: “Tim
was a man of very few words.
No one ever said a bad thing
Class of 1955
about him except perhaps
criminals in Hong Kong,
although they would have preferred to be arrested by
him as he was probably the most gentle person in the
world.” Tim was awarded the Colonial Police and Fire
Service Medal when serving as Senior Superintendent,
Royal Hong Kong Police Force in 1986.

Nigel Lacey
Brigadier Joseph Nigel
Lacey, OBE, passed away
peacefully in his sleep in
October 2016 aged 73 as
a result of complications
Class of 1961
from diabetes. After leaving
Prior Park in 1961, Nigel was
commissioned into the Army as a Royal Engineer.
When he left the army he spent four years as the
domestic bursar at Jesus College, Cambridge, before
finally retiring in 1998. He settled in Benalla, Australia,
where he was an active member of the community
and a committed conservationist. He is deeply missed
by his children Damian (1990) and Victoria and his
remaining brother Sean (1962). Much loved father-inlaw to Bronwen and Joe, adored Grandpops to Joseph,
Nathan, Sebastian and Christian and dear ex-husband
to Cathryn.

Julian Lacey
Colonel Julian Lacey CBE,
former CEO of East Anglia
Reserve Forces and Cadets
Association (RFCA) and
Deputy Lord Lieutenant of
Class of 1961
Essex, died last September at
the age of 67 after suffering a
stroke. Julian was a well-known military figure and a
former commander of the Colchester Garrison. His
colleagues in the RFCA describe him as “a man of
massive intellect” whose “strategic grasp of wider
MOD issues was unparalleled”. Julian was born in
1948 in Egypt, where he spent his childhood years,
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Julian Lacy contd...his father being stationed in the
Army there. The family moved back to the UK and
Julian was sent first to Cricklade then to Bath. His
first passion was art and music. He was a talented
banjo player and even gained a place at art college.
Instead he attended the Royal Military Academy at
Sandhurst and was commissioned into the Royal
Anglian Regiment in 1969. He served in Cyprus, Belfast,
Londonderry and Germany. Julian was responsible
for the formation of the Territorial Army Division
in York and acted on the Defence Commitments
Staff in Belfast. He played a prominent role in the
transformation of the Merville Barracks in Colchester.
He helped form the Army’s Eastern District and was
a member of Strategic Defence and Security staff
at the Joint Service Defence College in Greenwich.
He returned to Colchester in 1997 as both Deputy
Commander 24 Airmobile Brigade and Garrison
Commander, helping to create the 16 Air Assault
Brigade in East Anglia.
He was awarded the OBE for his work commanding a
battalion in Northern Ireland and this became a CBE
in 2000 for his work in Colchester. He left the army
in 2002 to become CEO of the RFCA in East Anglia,
where he was influential in shaping the UK’s reserve
forces and cadets. His vast range of acquaintance in
the East of England also made him perfectly suited
to the role of Deputy Lord Lieutenant of Essex. The
appreciation of his RFCA colleagues reads: “He was
remarkably tolerant and patient with staff who might
not be as quick to grasp the nub of issues with the
same speed. His talents were equally appreciated in
the wider RFCA community. He was hugely respected
by his fellow chief executives and they were all
particularly grateful for his generous sharing of the
EA management plan, which became the template
used by all Associations. His direction was wise, his
guidance was clear and we were always confident
that he would engage constructively and win the
necessary arguments with senior military personnel
at the regional brigade and other headquarters on
our behalf. Quietly compassionate, he was always
prepared to provide support and a listening ear to
those in difficulties.” As well as playing a prominent
role in the armed forces, Julian led a happy family life.
Married to Diana for over 40 years, he had two sons,
Jeremy and Michael. He enjoyed shooting, reading,
walking and listening to music. He was governor of
Mothers’ Old School in Hitchen and a volunteer at St
Helena Hospice in Colchester, of which he became
chairman. Former Colchester MP, Bob Russell,
described him as the epitome of an officer and a
gentleman with “an impish sense of humour”.

Peter John
Allen
Johnny Allen died in July
2016, having spent most of
2015 in hospital with a lung
Class of 1967
infection. He appeared to
have recovered from that
but became ill again with cancer. He died peacefully
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with a daughter, Louise, present. After school, John
studied at Edinburgh University before finding work
in Singapore. He returned to the UK to live in Devon,
his wife having sadly died. He had recently been in
contact with contemporary Adrian Fitzgerald about
attending a year group reunion or veterans’ lunch but
it was not to be.

Peter “Fred”
McMurray
Tony Bury writes: It is with
deep sadness that we have
to report the demise of
Class of 1968
Peter McMurray, who died
suddenly in March 2017
while staying with Kim his younger daughter. While
his death was unexpected, the fact that he was with
his daughter was not: he had total devotion to his
family. Peter, known as Fred at school, came to Prior
via Cricklade in 1964. Unusually at that time, his
Irish family included both Catholic and non-Catholic
elements. Fortunately for those of us who grew to
know and love him, the Catholic side won through.
From the start Peter was different, as - with a quiet,
self-effacing, confident grin that never left him – he
was able to diffuse almost any problematic situation.
This was in its own way a pointer to his future career
in the Army: as an officer in Bomb Disposal. In this
capacity, he spent a lot of time in Northern Ireland.
Peter left Prior in early 1968 to attend Welbeck College
and from there he attended Sandhurst, where he was
commissioned into the Army’s Explosive Ordinance
Disposal Regiment, Royal Logistical Corps. He was
an acknowledged expert in a narrow field and this
quiet strong and utterly reliable man was known to be
very brave, although he himself was always reluctant
to talk about his experiences. Peter subsequently
set up his own company, taking the skills he had
learned in the Army, and was involved in places as
far apart as China, Algeria and Oman. Peter was a
very loyal, funny, reliable kind and trusted friend, who
will be sorely missed by all who knew him. He was
instrumental in ensuring that our mutual friend Peter
Minahan (PPA 1970) and his family were supported
after Min suffered an aneuryism and subsequently
died. In his later life, Peter’s voluntary work with the
Not Forgotten Association, often with his beloved
wife Lyn alongside him, gave him great joy and it was
typical of the man that he never stopped wanting to
give to others. Peter will be massively missed by Lyn,
his two devoted daughters Nina and Kim, and his sons
in law and grandchildren and by all of us who knew
the unique, quiet Fred.

Nicholas
Flanagan
Class of 1989

Nicholas (Nick) Flanagan
passed away unexpectedly
in his sleep in May 2017 at
the age of 47. Nick entered

Prior together with his younger brother Mike in 1983
at the age of 13 and joined the band of brothers in the
Form Three dorm under the close eye of Mr Moran. He
progressed to Allen House (housemaster, Paul Fisher)
in St Pauls where he completed his A-levels in 1989.
During the six years Nick spent at Prior, he made lifelong friends. He looked back on his time at school with
great joy - for all the laughs - and with great fondness
for the close bonds developed over the years.
Nick was an extremely active member of the PPA,
arranging a 20-year reunion in 2009 and a 25-year
reunion in 2014. He had already started preparations
for the 30-year reunion in 2019. These events were
arranged with Nick’s usual bullish and unstoppable
style. Nick was employed by the Civil Service for
his entire working life, continuing with his friendly
and gregarious nature to make friends wherever he
went. Those who attended Nick’s funeral from school
included former head Patrick Tobin and his wife
Margery, Andy Choy and Gabriel Wong (who flew in
specially from Hong Kong), Paul Mills-Hicks, James
Stratton, Alistair Bryan, Jeff Huggett, Harriet Cannon,
Chris Cassidy, Luke Price (who sang a beautiful solo at
the service), Jude Arscott-Breeze and Peter Donnelly.
Nick leaves behind his two young sons, Ben (9) and
Toby (7), of whom he was incredibly proud and whom
he loved with all his heart. Nick has been described by
his friends as “an amazing and funny individual who
reunited an entire generation of friends”.
For his funeral, friends wrote: “Even in death you
have organized a huge shindig and I so wish I was
there with my brothers and sisters from Prior”. “To
the folks attending the funeral today, I know you will
celebrate his life the way he lived his life. So take pics,
discuss the annual get togethers and let’s keep Nick’s
legacy alive.”
“This will not be the last time we raise a glass in
your honour.” “You may be gone but you’ll never be
forgotten”. “You live on in your two gorgeous boys
and in all of our hearts”.

Daniel Vick
Daniel Francis Vick died last
September at the age of 40.
His gang of friends at Prior
described themselves as “a
bunch of dysfunctional
Class of 1995
misfits” and Dan was
certainly always a rebel at
school. No-one was safe from his sharp wit. At home
he was a beloved son, brother, uncle and fiancé. Life
was always challenging to Dan and he met his death
head on, like the Native American warriors for whom
he had so much admiration. The Vick clan gathered in
a Combe Hay field to bid a final farewell.
In a crowded marquee festooned with his beloved
Star Wars T shirts and filled by the music he so
loved, his siblings Thomas (1997), Antonella (1998),
Gabriel (2000), Caspar (2004) and Serafina (2010)
as well as Dan’s mother Angela Vick (PPC theology
teacher) and Dan’s fiancé Sally Hughes paid tribute
to his life: “One of my great passions in life has been

football and I can attribute this solely to my brother
Dan. I was always proud to be playing on the same
team as him”; “You have enriched our family life with
your observations on us, or anyone we met. We have
laughed so much”; “Dan’s greatest gift to me was
sharing his love of music. Let’s face it, he was cool.
When he let you in it was the only place you wanted
to be”; “I have always been his baby sister whom he
liked to tease for being such a boffin but we did share a
love of Dr Who and I will finish with some words from
him – ‘When you wake up you won’t remember me.
Well, you’ll remember me a little. I’ll be a story in your
head but that’s OK; we are all stories in the end. Just
make it a good one’”; “Dan was my spider catcher, ally,
best friend, snuggle buddy and a wonderful father to
the children that will never be”; “Dan was sometimes
a very challenging son but he’s ours, we love him and
he has enriched our lives immensely.
“He is a man who gave and received much love and that
is how we would like you all to remember him”. His
story is told but his legacy of music, love and laughter
lives on. May the force be with him.

Isabella King
(nee Sewell)
We featured Izzie’s marriage
to Simon King in last year’s
edition. She was already ill
Class of 2005
then. Maria Huntley, English
teacher and family friend
writes: Izzie was a vibrant and inspiring young lady
who lived life to the full, regardless of the challenges
facing her. Izzie’s courageous battle with cancer never
prevented her from fulfilling her dreams; she married
the love of her life, Simon, in November 2015 in the
Prior Park Chapel and they made the most of every
opportunity by travelling widely and extensively in
and around Europe. Izzie’s zest for life was contagious
and she truly was an inspiration to all who know her.
Izzie, whose brother Zachary (2010) was also at Prior,
joined Fielding House in 2003 and quickly impressed
with her mature demeanour. She settled in with quiet
confidence and worked with real focus and endeavour.
In the house she was always a friendly and helpful
presence, engaging with house activities such as
house music. Izzie’s father, Paul, adds: We would like
to thank everyone who has prayed for Izzie, especially
the girls of Fielding House. Knowing that you were
thinking of her has been a great comfort.
Izzie loved her time at Prior Park and it was wonderful
that she was able to marry Simon in the chapel there
just over a year ago. Many of Izzie’s Prior friends
supported her throughout her illness with messages,
visits, gifts and outings, and Fenny Speller, together
with a group of mutual friends, ran the Bath Race for
Life in Izzie’s memory this year raising a substantial
amount for cancer research. Every act of kindness
helped Izzie to continue to face her illness with
courage and spirit and helps us, her family, now as
we continue to live our lives without her. Izzie will
have the last word: “Thank you so much to everyone
at Prior, the support and love from the school has been

so wonderful. I knew I was lucky to go to the school but
it’s really been such an amazing support since I was
diagnosed. Thank you so much!! Isabella”

Laura
Hughes
Kate McCarey (St Mary’s
Housemistress 1997-2005)
writes: Laura came to College
Class of 2006
in September 2001 from the
prep school, along with a
group of friends who had already been together
since their early school days. They were a formidable
group, memorable for their ups and downs, their
commitment to making the most of life at school and
their individuality.
Mostly I remember the noise they generated and their
boisterous behaviour. They were renowned for playing
highly dangerous games of ‘forty-forty in’ up and over
the walls on summer evenings. Perhaps, even among
a remarkable group of girls, Laura stood out. She had
battled dyslexia throughout her school life and was
also severely asthmatic. Neither of these challenges
dimmed her determination to any degree. She was
especially passionate about music and she set out to
convince the music department of her ability and her
commitment. The chapel choir became a context for
her boarding life, giving it structure. She was also an
accomplished and loyal member of the college jazz
band. I will always remember Laura practising her
clarinet in the music room of the Priory. Over five
years I watched her confidence grow. Laura played the
slow movement of Mozart’s clarinet concerto with the
orchestra at the grand leavers’ concert in 2016; it was
a culmination of all her hard work and commitment
over the years and it was hugely memorable. Her loyal
year group of boisterous and noisy friends were there
to watch and celebrate with her.
At the end of her lower-sixth year Laura took part in a
trip to Peru with World Challenge. It was here that her
further medical problems first manifested themselves
and these problems were to be a constant feature of
her life going forward. Nevertheless, she qualified as
a nurse and this was a perfect career for her as she
had enormous empathy for people who were suffering.
Laura was a great user of social media and over recent
years that is the way that many of us were able to
keep in touch. Her posts would picture her with a
close friend and a large smile even if it was also clear
that she was facing medical challenges. Laura had
far too short a life but it was a life lived with love and
care for those around her, with great humour, often
in adversity and with integrity and enormous loyalty
for her family and friends. A shining light.

William Butler
(Former staff )

Bill Butler, who was groundsman at Prior Park College
from 1973-1995, died suddenly last March. Ed Hitchin
writes: Bill had many fond memories of his time at

Prior Park, and was very proud to have been made
an honorary member of the “Old Boys Association”
and treasured his Association tie. Former headmaster
Patrick Tobin writes: Margery and I were grieved to
learn of Bill’s death. When I became headmaster in
1981 it was my great good fortune to inherit such a
very able and devoted groundsman. For 22 years Bill
kept the Prior Park pitches in immaculate condition so
that they were the basis for the school’s outstanding
record in sport and they presented to parents and
visitors the very best impression of the school. Bill and
his wife were immensely kind to our family, especially
the children - involving them in the preparation of
teas for teams and visitors and always making them
feel welcome.

Other deaths
Terence Molony (1938)
Desmond Molony (1939)
Anthony Tranter (1953)
Barry Farinha (1955)
Michael Ryan (1955)
Ian Kerr (1957)
Michael McGurk (1966)

Alumni Choir
Alumni and families are invited
to participate in the Alumni Choir
Concert in the school chapel on
Sunday 3 December. A joyous
occasion but also a profound one as
we remember those we have lost in
the past year.
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On being a Year Group Rep

Calling all
business owners

I am one of four year-group reps for the Class of 2013, writes Anya Boulton.
When leaving school, we offered to be the reps as a sort of continuation of our
roles as deputy heads of school. We expected it to include organising reunions
and, to be honest, not much else. However, we are always invited to attend the
annual reps’ meeting and - unable to attend the first few due to commitments
at university - Georgie Couling and I eventually went to one last year, three
years after we left school.
We were unsure what to expect but found it to be welcoming and very
informative - not just about the school and its current students, but also about
the alumni community. The alumni database is an extraordinary project and
something we had no idea about. Not only that but we were very happy to
find how willing the PPA is to help us to connect with other members of the
community. This could be to ask for career advice, look for work experience or
to share contacts. This was a part of the PPA that I had not appreciated.
Our next task as the 2013 reps will be to organise our five-year reunion next
summer. Five years! How time flies!

Next Year’s Reunions
Year

Anniversary

Contact

2013

5th

anyaboulton@gmail.com
georgie.couling@googlemail.com

2008

10th

sstopp@hotmail.co.uk
t.e.yardley@gmail.com

1998

20th

paul@focusedphilanthropy.co.uk

1988

30th

darren.crawford@telefonica.com
sue.hall2211@btinternet.com

1978

40th

ppa@thepriorfoundation.com

1968

50th

timheining@hotmail.com
terryilott@aol.com

If you are interested in attending or organising a reunion please contact
your year-group rep (listed on the alumni website) or Carole Laverick at
ppa@thepriorfoundation.com

Sub-editor required
Any PPA with professional sub-editing experience who would like
to help out with next year’s Gossip Bowl please contact Carole at
ppa@thepriorfoundation.com
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Anya Boulton having fun being a year rep

Important: opt in
Significant changes to the Data Protection laws
come into effect in May next year.
We are taking advice as to how to amend and
update our records. One thing is already clear:
the onus is going to be on the individual alumnus
to actively respond to our correspondence and
to let us know that they are opting-in to hear
more about reunions and events and to receive
the magazine.
You will have to opt-in for us to use your photos
(even if you only appear in a team photo from
years ago) and to contact you on social media.
Carole Laverick will be sending out an email on
this matter and if we receive no reply from you
that will constitute a response of opting-out
and we will be unable to send you any further
communications (not even the magazine)
unless and until you subsequently decide to
opt back in. The opt-in requirement has to be
renewed every two years.
Bear with us while, under legal advice, we try to
come up with the correct wording of the notice,
and please reply when you receive the email.

Calling Class of 1987
Suzannah Angelo-Sparling (1987) wants to put a
place-holder in the diaries of all 1987 leavers as this is
their 30th anniversary.
The date is Saturday 11 November 2017. A tour of school
will take place in the afternoon for those who would like
to catch up on all the changes, followed by Saturday
evening out in town. It is Remembrance Sunday so
Mass will be particularly special the next day.
Please contact SAMAS to say whether or not you can
make it at samas33@hotmail.com

The PPA is to launch a business directory. If
you own or manage a business and would
be interested in providing mentorship, work
experience or internships for young Prior alumni
we want to hear from you. (It is possible you
might also benefit from exposure to the wider
alumni community.)
We are also creating a community of alumni
entrepreneurs, to provide a forum for the
exchange of ideas and insights as well as
speakers for the school. If you are a business
owner, manager or entrepreneur and want to
get involved please contact Carole Laverick at
ppa@thepriorfoundation.com

No previous
experience required
The PPA is a thriving community. We have about
3,500 contactable members, divided roughly
equally between those under 30, those aged
between 30 and 50 and those above 50.
We organise about 30 events a year and host
about 100 alumni visits to the school. We
maintain the alumni website, a database of
members and a digital archive of documents
and pictures drawn from the school’s history.
We arrange for members to make contributions
to the school - for example, speaking to current
students, assisting at the careers’ fair and
contributing to events such as Entrepreneurs’
Week. In addition, we publish our annual
magazine, The Gossip Bowl.
The work of the PPA is guided by its committee
but the sovereign body of the association is the
annual general meeting, membership of which
embraces all our year reps. Being a rep – the
principal point of liaison between your year and
the PPA and usually the chief convenor of events,
including reunions - involves a bit of work, but it
is mostly very enjoyable and always immensely
rewarding. We currently have vacancies for 1977,
1978, 1982 and 1993.
If you are interested in being a rep, joining the
committee or standing for vice-president or
president-elect, please contact Carole Laverick at
ppa@thepriorfoundation.com

2017
Date

Event

Time

Friday 1 September

Old Girls’ Hockey match

5pm

Saturday 2 September

Old Boys’ Rugby match against
Kingswood (Taking place at
Kingswood School)

2pm

Saturday 9 September

Committee meeting followed by
Year Group Reps meeting in the
afternoon (2pm)

11am

Saturday 9 September

Class of 2007 Reunion – Tolly
Humphreys

6.30pm

Thursday 28 September

Headmasters Round – London
Tickets £5 per person

5.30pm

Saturday 7 October

Veterans Lunch – past pupils 60
years young and over

11.30am

Tuesday 10 October

Entrepreneurship Day

Saturday 11 November

Class of 1987 - 30 year reunion

2pm

Sunday 12 November

Remembrance Service in the
Chapel

10.45am

Sunday 3 December

Alumni Choir celebrating at
Mass on the first Sunday of
Advent in Memory of all alumni
lost this year

10am

Tuesday 12 December

Carol Service

6.30pm

Date

Event

Time

Sunday 7 January

Old Boys’ Hockey match

TBC

Monday 19 Wednesday 21 March

Rosslyn Park 7s Rugby in London

TBC

Sunday 10 June

Old Boys’ Cricket

TBC

Sunday 10 June

Class of 1968 – 50 year reunion

TBC

2018

Visit www.priorparkalumni.com/events-and-reunions
for further details on all upcoming events.

Gossip Bowl 2017 Editorial Team: Carole Laverick, Suzannah Angelo-Sparling and Terry Ilott
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* William Shakespeare - A Midsummer Night’s Dream - Act II, Scene I

